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This Junction project on Liberation from Patriarchy for Gender Justice developed out of a previous 

Junction education and training programme, on Ethical and Shared Remembering: 1912-1922, 

which looked at how we remember and commemorate significant centenary events in an 

ethical and inclusive way. As groups engaged with these events one of the big themes that 

emerged was that of patriarchy as something that was present and needed further in-depth 

thinking and exploration. Funding from Peace IV, through Derry and Strabane District Council, 

enabled the development and delivery of this project, part of which is this education and 

training programme. This resource consists of ten sessions, and the following is a summary of 

the programme content.

1. Summary of Education and Training Programme

Session 1 on the Nature and Historical Development of Patriarchy explores the origins of 

patriarchy in the West, and in the East. It asks the questions: why has almost every civilisation 

set limits on women’s freedom and sexuality; and why has history become almost exclusively 

male? The stories of two exceptional women, Empress Wu Zetian and Olympe de Gouges, who 

challenged patriarchy in their own contexts are summarised. 

Session 2 on The History of Women’s Struggle for Equality in Ireland traces the histories of 

the women’s movements in Ireland over the last hundred years, paying particular attention to 

liberties gained and lost from one decade to the next. Comparisons are made between women’s 

experiences of patriarchy in Northern Ireland and in the Republic of Ireland, especially in light of 

the impact of ‘The Troubles’ on the community, and women in particular.       

Session 3 on Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: ‘The Unholy Trinity’ provides an opportunity 

to compare how all three ideologies operate as social systems which rely on domination, control 

and fear, and are sustained through force, violence and intimidation. Patriarchy, sectarianism 

and racism deny particular sections of the community access to power, resources, cultural 

control and intellectual control because of gender, or religious and political affiliation, or colour 

of skin.  The session positions patriarchy as the oldest domination system, which has made other 

forms of domination possible.

Those who suffer most from patriarchal conditioning are often individuals who do not fit the 

heterosexual norms of male and female. Session 4 on The Sex / Gender Myth: Reclaiming the 

Human focuses on the issue of gender identity and changing understandings of human sexuality 

in the 21C medical world.  The new knowledge on sex and gender has implications for mental 

health, legal status, human rights, public perception and treatment of those who identify as 

LGBTQ+. The session concludes with reflection on the necessity of embracing and celebrating 

diverse humanness as part of a process to dismantle patriarchy.      

Introduction
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Session 5 on Religion, Patriarchy and Violence situates the Hebrew and Christian Scriptures 

within a patriarchal world that shaped the biblical content and later interpretations of key 

texts. The socio-political context of the Hebrew creation myth in Genesis chapters 2 and 3 

is unpacked to emphasise the patriarchal framework. How this story has been interpreted at 

different times by Christian leaders is briefly explored. Also anaylsed are liberating sacred texts 

that feature significant women, Queen Esther and Ruth from the Hebrew Scriptures, and the 

Syro-Phoenician woman and Samaritan Woman from the Christian Gospels. These women in 

different patriarchal contexts subvert the dominating system from within in order to protect 

life.   

The issue of violence against women is the focus in Session 6 on Policing Women’s Sexuality 

for the sake of Patriarchy’s Future. It considers why the governments in Northern Ireland and 

in the Republic of Ireland have controlled women’s reproduction. It explores also whether or 

not marriage is still a patriarchal institution and looks at evidence, both local and global, which 

underlines the serious problem of domestic violence that evidences the worst excesses of 

patriarchy.

Session 7 focuses on Patriarchy, Militarism and Para-militarism: The Irish Context and 

considers the connection between the culture of militarism and that of patriarchy in Northern 

Ireland. It is in this context of muscular national identities that women’s involvement in 

republican and loyalist paramilitaries is explored. How paramilitary women were viewed within 

these organisations and in the wider community is unpacked. 

In Session 8 we explore The Economics of Patriarchy: Capitalism and the Commodification of 

Women. Patriarchy is fundamental to capitalism’s exploitation not just of human relations but 

of sexuality and labour, and the environment, all in the service of corporate profits. It is within 

this capitalist economic system that people are objectified as commodities. In this context 

the questions for discussion are: what would a just economics look like; and how might just 

economics liberate and save women and the environment from violence?   

In the penultimate Session 9 the focus is on Women’s Rights are Human Rights. It looks at the 

development of human rights as an international challenge, and how women’s rights, in recent 

years, have been recognised as in need of particular protection. Consideration is given also to 

the role of the Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition in incorporating women’s human rights 

in the Good Friday Agreement (1998) and the challenge and opportunity this presents for 

progressing gender equality in Northern Ireland.   

Introduction
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The final Session 10 on Gender based Justice: Strategizing for Peace is given over to working 

on action plans as part of a strategy for dismantling patriarchy based on key learnings and 

reflections from the previous sessions. The outcomes report from the session feedback is 

included. 

Note to Facilitators

Each session includes a work-plan that is structured over three hours. This is an example of one 

approach that might be used, however, it is not the only method for rolling out this education 

and training resource. The hope is that facilitators will use the material in a way that suits the 

groups they are working with, adapting the resource to particular needs and styles of learning. 

If this entails changing the language, questions, or exercises, that is all to the good. You may 

choose to only use sections from the information sheets that you feel are particularly pertinent 

to your group, which is also to be encouraged. 

Often when we attend courses that are concerned with transforming systems and structures 

like patriarchy we harbour the hope that someone else has the answer to the problem of 

patriarchy. We don’t give ourselves enough credit that we can find the answer ourselves in 

conversation with others and through reflection on our own life experiences. This education 

and training course will help you to understand how the system of patriarchy operates. It is 

up to each person to make sense of the different aspects of patriarchy as it impacts her or his 

life and the world we share. It is not the role of a facilitator to provide answers but the role 

does mean at times having the confidence to allow the group to become confused about what 

patriarchy is, for confusion is a good thing. It is our way of owning up to the complexity of the 

problem of patriarchy. This course is not about giving simple or easy answers. It is about giving 

people access to information so that they can become change agents in their own contexts. If 

participants on the education and training programme learn something that they did not know 

before about patriarchy, if they hold onto the vision of building peace between people and for 

the sake of the planet, then the programme is doing its job and transformation will happen.

The role of the facilitator, then, is to create the conditions for dialogue, listening and learning. 

With this in mind it is always a good idea at the start of any programme to begin with a group 

contract, which helps establish agreed guidelines for how the group will function in a way that 

is respectful and inclusive. The issue of patriarchy and its impact on gender relations as well as 

its connections to other oppressive domination systems raises sensitive and complex historical, 

political, cultural, economic, and social questions for Northern Ireland, Ireland and beyond. 

The group contract is there to free individuals to engage honestly and humanely so that trust, 

relationship building and shared learning can take place.

Introduction
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In a real sense it does not matter how you begin the discussion and reflection on patriarchy, or 

where that discussion takes you, as long as individuals and groups are helped to appreciate how 

patriarchy functions as a system with negative consequences for men, women, children, and 

our planet. If together we commit to dismantling patriarchy then gender justice can become a 

reality; if, however, we ignore the disease that is patriarchy it will continue to negatively impact 

the community of life, damaging human and environmental relationships.

If we commit to living the ethical principles of justice, equality, love and peace, and transforming 

society to reflect these life-giving ideals, we will be doing our bit toward creating a patriarchy 

–free world in which all people and the environment will be healed, protected and valued. 

It is the Junction’s hope that this education and learning resource will be a useful tool for any 

group in Derry Londonderry, Strabane and County Donegal, and further afield, committed to 

liberation from patriarchy for gender justice.

Please contact The Junction (email: mhetherington@thejunction-ni.org or phone: 02871 

361942) if you are interested in learning more about this education and training programme 

and either want support in rolling it out, or want information on locations where you might join 

a group.   

Introduction
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1 Welcome and Introductions (15 mins.)

2 Contract and Expectations (15 mins.)

3 Group Work Exercise
Look at the three examples of patriarchy:
 A. What do they suggest about the nature of patriarchy?
 B. As a group agree another example of patriarchy from your 

own context or further afield and say why you chose it.

(30 mins.)

8 Group Work Exercise 2
Read the worksheet on either Empress Wu Zetian
or Olympe de Gouges and discuss:

 A) What can we learn from this example about how patriarchy 
operates?

 B) How did this woman challenge patriarchy?

(30 mins.)

4 Feedback (15 mins.)

9 Feedback (15 mins.)

10
Plenary: Read together definitions of patriarchy: What do they 
suggest about the nature of patriarchy? (15 mins.)

5 Input 1 on ‘The Origins of Patriarchy in the West’ (15 mins.)

7 Input 2 on ‘The Origins of Patriarchy in the East’ (15 mins.)

6 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

The Nature and Historical Development of Patriarchy: Session Plan
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Group Work 1: Examples of Patriarchy

Example 1: Vladimir Putin  

Vladimir Putin has caused controversy in the past for his stance on women and gay rights. In 

February 2017 he signed a controversial law that ends criminal liability for battery of family 

members, which does not cause bodily harm and is not a repeat offence. The law makes domestic 

battery equivalent to minor assault, an administrative offence punishable by £412 fine, or 15 

days in jail, or 120 hours community service. In another controversial step Putin signed into law 

in 2013 a bill punishing people for homosexual ‘propaganda’. 

(Reported by Chris Graham, Telegraph Media Group Ltd., 8 June 2017)

Example 2: Patriarchy in the University Sector

A table illustrating the percentage of academic university staff and students by sex and grade 

in the Republic of Ireland between 2014 and 2016.

Position/Grade Male Female

Undergraduates 47% 53%

Postgraduates 46% 54%

Lecturer 49% 51%

Senior Lecturer 64% 36%

Associate Professor 71% 29%

Professor 79% 21%

(Reported by Carl O’ Brien (Education Editor), Irish Times, 20 July 2017)

Example 3: Gender Pay Gap in Management in the BBC

BBC Management Male Female

Earning over £550,000 100% 0%

Earning over £450,000 89% 11%

Earning over £350,000 68% 32%

(Reported by Fionola Meredith, Belfast Telegraph, 20 July 2017)

Look at the three examples of patriarchy:

 A. What do they suggest about the nature of patriarchy?

 B. As a group agree another example of patriarchy from your own context or 

further afield and say why you chose it

Task
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Input 1: The Origins of Patriarchy in the West

• The earliest known human settlement consisting of between 5,000 – 8,000 people was 

Çatalhöyük in Anatolia, Turkey. It was thought to have been inhabited around 7,500 BCE, at 

the end of the Stone Age and beginning of the agricultural era.

• Inhabitants lived in a hive of mud and brick houses stacked together in a giant commune. 

Çatalhöyük did not structure itself on gendered lines, instead archaeologists believe it is an 

example of a non-hierarchical community.

• The dead were buried under the houses and DNA analysis, wear and tear on bones, and soot 

from lungs, suggests men and women ate the same diet and that there was no gendered 

division of labour.

• Burials also suggest kin were not placed together indicating communal ties were stronger 

than blood ties, therefore family didn’t exist in the way that we know it. Like the early Celtic 

society children were probably fostered across the whole community to strengthen links 

needed for survival.

• The most famous archaeological find was a fertility figure of a female deity, thought to be 

the principal deity of Çatalhöyük, dating back to around 6,000 BCE. She is called the Seated 

Woman because she sits on a throne flanked by leopards with her feet resting on two human 

skulls, an image of life and death. There are women in Anatolia today who refer to her as 

Mother Goddess.

• One of the earliest city-states to emerge that we know of was Sumer in Mesopotamia around 

4,000 BCE in what is now Iraq. Originally it was a collection of up to twenty city-states.

• The Sumerians harnessed the power of the rivers, Tigris and Euphrates, to create the first 

irrigation system. They also invented the wheel and plough. An intellectually curious people 

they studied the stars and created the first calendar, invented writing in 3,300 BCE, and 

mathematics. 

• Initially women shared power with men. The high priestess in the temple had the same 

power and status as the priests. Women engaged in the business world, had access to the law 

and girls and boys were educated in writing and maths. When they married women brought 

any property they owned with them. They could initiate, also, a divorce.

• Between 2,400 – 2,300 BCE Saragon the Great of Akkad in Mesopotamia conquered Sumer 

and united the city states establishing the first ancient empire. Sumer became a vassal state 

in his empire. 

• Women, in particular, suffered and their freedom was limited. They were denied an 

education and access to the professions. Their business activities were curtailed and they 

were restricted to the home.
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Input 1: The Origins of Patriarchy in the West

• The Akkadian empire was characterised by the following:

a. Kingship – imperialism;

b. Emergence of property classes and hierarchies;

c. Unequal distribution of wealth;

d. Agricultural surplus, used for organised trade to other regions;

e. The emergence and consolidation of armies and military elites;

f. Institutionalisation of slavery;

g. Institutionalisation of patriarchy centred on extended family;

h Rise of male god as symbol of civilisation, conquest and power;

i. And a male world.

• Law codes were written to control citizens within the empire. One law in particular 

underlines the subordination of women: “If a woman speaks out of turn her teeth will be 

smashed with a brick”. 

• The most complete of the Mesopotamian law codes still in existence is that of 

Hammurabi’s written around 1,770 BCE. Hammurabi modelled his Babylonian empire on 

Saragon’s Akkadian one.

• The code, however, is more lenient toward women, recognising their right to own property, 

which gave women some legal protection and control over dowries and inheritance, 

particularly important in the case of divorces.

• It also forbade the arbitrary ill-treatment or neglect of women, forbidding the discarding 

of women barren or ill. And in widowhood wives had the right to use their late husbands’ 

estates for their lifetimes. 

• These laws suggest that women’s situation had become dire in the preceding half century, 

demonstrating the violence endemic in patriarchy, which in its worst guise is a danger to 

women’s survival.

• Yet Hammurabi’s code continued to legalise patriarchy. It confined women to the 

household. Female virginity was a pre-requisite for marriage. Husbands owned the sexual 

reproduction of their wives, and women could be put to death for adultery.

• This patriarchal and imperial order continued to hold sway in the West until the late 19C 

CE. The expression of patriarchy changed and adapted to new circumstances, a tactic both 

to ensure its survival and keep women submissive to the status quo.     

(Primary resource for worksheet was the BBC2 programme The Ascent of Women by Dr Amanda Foreman, which was 
televised in 2015.)
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• The I Ching was written between 1,000 to 750 BCE to explain the relationship between the 

heavens and the earth. It differentiated between the male (yang), associated with hardness, 

activity and the sun, and the female (yin), who was soft, passive and linked to the moon. 

• Confucius (551-479 BCE), a Chinese teacher, writer, politician and philosopher, based his 

ideas on this dual system, which influenced the feudal dynasties that reigned in China from 

221 BCE. 

• Confucius saw the family as a perfect patriarchal model that could be replicated in state 

relations. Family showed how authority practiced in a spirit of care, compassion and firmness, 

could be exercised from the top down, with loyalty and obedience directed upwards.

• The Qin dynasty (221 BCE – 206 BCE), the first imperial dynasty of China, created a 

patriarchal socio-political and religious order based on Confucianism. The emperor 

recognised the value of an emphasis on obedience and respect from his subjects if he was 

seen to rule justly. 

• The second imperial dynasty, the Han dynasty, spanned four centuries (206 BCE – 220 CE). 

It is considered the golden age in Chinese history, but it certainly wasn’t for women who 

continued to be servants to any male relative!

• The imperial order was structured along hierarchical and patriarchal lines.

• Women were subject to the ‘three obediences’ – Obedience to the father, husband, and 

grown up sons.

• According to the I Ching, if each member of society observed their proper place and role 

the empire would be blessed and harmony would ensue. However, if rights and roles were 

transgressed the heavens would punish humanity with famine, plague and political collapse.

Public Male Only World: Top Down

a. Emperor - with mandate from heaven

b. Male Confucian soldiers (The State) 

c. The Citizenry: 

d. Shi Scholar -Gentry 

e. Wong – Peasant farmers

f. Gong – Artisans and craftsmen

g. Shang – Merchants and traders

Private World: Top Down

a. Father – Son relationship

b. Elder  - Younger relations (male)

c. Husband - Wife

d. Mother - Daughters

e. Everyone else - Daughter-in-laws

Input 2: The Origins of Patriarchy in the East
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Input 2: The Origins of Patriarchy in the East

• The Chinese were over-powered by nomadic tribes from the north in 1125 CE and in the 

following century by the Mongols. Neo-Confucianism was born in the context of defeat. The 

Ming dynasty in the 14C took back control of China and set about restoring the Confucian 

order. 

• Women were confined even more within the home. A way of restraining women physically 

was devised – foot binding, which became a social requirement for marriage and was 

practised by women on girls as young as four. It was not banned until 1902 by Empress 

Cixi, the second woman to hold that position in Chinese history.

(Primary resource for worksheet was the BBC2 programme The Ascent of Women
by Dr Amanda Foreman, which was televised in 2015.) 
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1. Empress Wu Zetian (624-705 CE)

• Wife of the 3rd Tang dynasty emperor, Gaozong. Wu Zetian defied the Confucian model of 

womanhood. 

• Wu came from a humble family of lumber merchants. Her beauty was a way out of poverty. 

She was sent to be a concubine at the emperor’s palace aged thirteen.

• When she arrived at the palace Wu was placed among the fifth rank women, the lowest 

rank for concubines. She was eventually noticed by the old emperor, Taizong, who 

promoted her up the ranks.

• After his father’s death in 649 CE Gaozong became emperor. All of the concubines who 

had not borne Taizong children became nuns but Wu, who was among them, managed to 

remain at court and became intimate with Gaozong. He married Wu and she bore him an 

heir in 652 CE.

• Their physical relationship broke Confucian tradition, as intimacy with father and son 

was considered a crime of incest that threatened the natural order. In 655 CE Wu was 

promoted to first wife and empress as she was the only wife to have given birth to a son. 

• After Gaozong suffered a debilitating stroke in 660 CE Wu became administrator of the 

court, a position equal to the emperor’s. Under her political and military leadership the 

Chinese empire expanded to its greatest ever breadth, deep into Central Asia.

• Its capital, Chang ’an, stood at the beginning of the Silk Road, an important trading route, 

and was home to two million people. It attracted merchants from as far afield as Arabia 

and Japan and became the great metropolitan wonder of the East, rivalled only by 

Baghdad and Constantinople.

• Wu became an active patron of Buddhism, which challenged the dominant Confucian 

philosophy. With its numerous female deities and universalist message that extended 

salvation to everyone it threatened the patriarchal order.

• In 690CE Wu commissioned and paid for the building of a shrine to the Great Vairocana 

Buddha in the Longman Grottoes on the outskirts of Luoyang. The Buddha is said to be 

modelled on Wu’s own image.

Group Work Exercise 2: Women who Challenged Patriarchy

Read the worksheet on either Empress Wu Zetian or Olympe de Gouges and discuss:
 A) What can we learn from this example about how patriarchy operates?
 B) How did this woman challenge patriarchy?

Task
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• Wu also promoted the role of women within the Tang dynasty and encouraged women to 

engage in all areas of life equally with men. She gave her niece, Princess Wei and daughter, 

Princess Taiping, key roles in her administration. She also chose a concubine in the imperial 

court as the first female Prime Minister of China, Shangguan Wan’er.   

• After Wu’s death, her daughter, niece and Prime Minister, were all murdered. When the 

Tang dynasty collapsed in the 10C Tang women were blamed, by invading the male public 

world they had invoked the displeasure of the heavens.

• Empress Wu was the first woman to rule in China yet every effort has been made to 

suppress her memory, or paint her as an evil woman. Her tomb has no eulogy on it, the 

ultimate mark of dishonour. It stands in stark contrast to the one she commissioned for her 

husband that has an 8,000 word eulogy celebrating his achievements.

2. Olympe de Gouges  (1748 – 1793 CE)

• Born Marie Gouge in 1748 in France, Olympe was daughter of a butcher. After the death 

of her husband she moved to Paris, changed her name and wrote plays. She was in France 

when the French Revolution began.

• Louis X1V had resisted democracy in France, refused to sign the Declaration of the Rights 

of Man and the Citizen (1789), and ignored the growing destitution of his people. 

• On the 5th October 1789 news reached the starving women in Paris of stockpiling of 

bread in the Royal Court. The women rose up and armed with whatever weapons they 

could lay their hands on, marched for six hours in the rain to Versailles. They stormed the 

palace gates and forced the king and his queen, Marie Antoinette, along with the National 

Assembly, to return to Paris.

• Once in Paris the king was left with no option but to sign the declaration. The women soon 

discovered that the new republic outlined in the declaration only guaranteed men the right 

to full citizenship; and that liberty and equality under the law was for the brotherhood (the 

fraternity) alone. Women were neither citizens nor equal before the law with men. 

• Revolutionary committees were formed by women to debate their rights but only one 

woman from among the protestors, Olympe de Gouges, had the courage to expose the 

patriarchy of the declaration by publishing an alternative document, a Declaration of the 

Rights of Women (1791). 

• She bases her argument for women’s rights on the fact that men and women have the 

same rational capacity, a primary concern at the time. This was the Enlightenment period 

when reason superseded religion and became the measure of true humanness. 

Group Work Exercise 2: Women who Challenged Patriarchy
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• Olympe demands both civil and political rights for women on a par with men. She proposes 

women be allowed access to jobs open to men only: lawyers, ambassadors, civil servants. 

She argues that “…if a woman has a right to mount the scaffold (in defence of the republic), 

she must equally have the right to take the political platform”.

• Olympe recognised that hunger and illiteracy among urban women were issues that should 

concern women and men. The acquisition of political rights for women would benefit 

everyone, especially women, and pave the way for an improvement in the well-being of all 

French people.

• Aware of the need to circulate her ideas and reach men in power, Olympe sent her political 

writings to the President of the National Assembly, as well as newspaper directors and 

political clubs. Her hope was that the issue of women’s rights would be debated by men as 

well as women.

• Within a year of Olympe de Gouges publishing her declaration for women, the revolution 

took a more violent turn. The Jacobin reign of terror began with the execution of the 

royal couple (1793). The violence put paid to any public dialogue on the gender equality 

question. The ‘Terror’ that followed was justified by male revolutionary leaders who 

promoted the idea that violence was necessary to create a ‘republic of virtue’.

• Anyone critical of the revolution was in great danger and word circulated that true citizens 

of the republic would denounce those undermining the new system of governance.

• Olympe ignored the ban on dissent and refused to stay silent. She critiqued the use of 

violence as a means of securing the republic and distributed a leaflet calling on the men 

and women of France to decide for themselves how France should be governed. 

• Olympe de Gouges was duly arrested, imprisoned and put on trial for treason. She was 

allowed no defence and only the accusations brought against her were admitted in court. 

She was sentenced to death on 2 November 1793. Her execution marked the beginning of 

a political backlash against women.

• In 1775 women were banned from the National Assembly, ordered to stay at home 

and adhere uncritically to the new patriarchal order represented by the republican 

brotherhood. The women who had challenged the patriarchy of kingship found that the 

new order they had fought for was patriarchy in a different guise. Instead of one man ruling 

them they now had a cohort of men.

• Napoleon reinforced the patriarchal order when he came to power in 1799. The 

Napoleonic Code of 1804 gave men ultimate power over women. This code shaped 

women’s lives until the mid-twentieth century. 

Group Work Exercise 2: Women who Challenged Patriarchy
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Plenary

 Definitions of Patriarchy

• Patriarchy is a system of male dominance, rooted in the ethos of war which legitimates 

violence, sanctified by religious symbols, in which men dominate women through the 

control of female sexuality, with the intent of passing property to male heirs, and in which 

men who are heroes of war are told to kill men, and are permitted to rape women, to seize 

land and treasures, to exploit resources, and to own or otherwise dominate conquered 

people.

[Carol P. Christ, “A New Definition of Patriarchy: Control of Women’s Sexuality, Private Property, and War”,
in Feminist Theology Journal, Vol 24 (3), 2016, p214.]

• Patriarchy is not simply another way of saying ‘men’.  Patriarchy is a kind of society, and 

a society is more than a collection of people. As such patriarchy does not refer to me, or 

any other men or collection of men, but to a kind of society in which men and women 

participate….What is patriarchy? A society is patriarchal to the degree that it promotes 

male privilege by being male dominated, male identified and male centred.

[Alan Johnston, quoted in History Matters, by Judith M. Bennett, 2006, p 55.]
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1 Buzz groups and feedback on:
What comes to mind when you hear or see the term ‘woman’? (15 mins.)

3 Group Work Exercise
Each group will look at worksheet A or B and answer the 
question that follows:

 A. The Women’s movement in the Republic of Ireland: 

Fifty years on.

 B. The Women’s movement in Northern Ireland:

  Fifty Years on.
In order of importance list 3 things that were considered 
significant by the group and indicate why.

(40 mins.)

5 Feedback (20 mins.)

2 Input 1 on: What do we mean by ‘Woman’?
Input 2 on:  Taking on Patriarchy: Women in Ireland
  100 years ago.

(15 mins.)

(15 mins.)

6 Read again definitions of patriarchy from previous session, 
followed by Input 3 on: Feminist Response to Patriarchy. (15 mins.)

7
Plenary 1: What do you think have been the effect of beliefs like 
the ‘proper’ roles for women and men? (15 mins.)

9 Plenary 2: What would a patriarchy-free Northern Ireland look like? (15 mins.)

8 Input 4 on: How Patriarchy operates. (15 mins.)

4 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

The History of Women’s Struggle for Equality in Ireland: Session Plan
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• The word ‘woman’ has many meanings that are determined by historical and socio-political 

context. For instance it can refer to:

 1. An ‘ideal woman’ (mother figure- Mother Ireland, Mother of God);

 2. An object of desire (Eve who tempted Adam to eat the apple; Salome who tempted 

Herod by her dance and had John the Baptist beheaded);

 3. Someone dangerous and needing controlled (female virago- bad tempered and 

domineering woman).

• The idea that there was a distinct category of women lies at the heart of the early feminist 

movement (late 19C and early 20C). Those who led First Wave feminist campaigns for an 

improvement to women’s social, economic and political status, to put them on a par with 

men, were for the most part white, middle-class, educated women. They universalised 

their experiences as representative of all women, and spoke in the name of women in 

general.

• In the late 1960s–early 1970s black women in America found their voices, as part of the 

Civil Rights movement. They spoke of their different experiences of oppression, at the 

hands of white men and women, as well as black men. They challenged the suppression of 

difference in feminist discourse.

• Around the same time in America transgender and transsexual people began to call into 

question the idea that women can be clearly identified by bodily characteristics. 

• The idea that there are only two sexes (male/female) and two genders (man/woman) was 

called into question.

• The belief that the category ‘women’ somehow represented a sisterhood that bridged such 

differences as class, race, sexuality, religion, etc. no longer made sense.

• Second Wave feminism established that there is no coherent category called ‘women’.

• This was a positive development as recognising that differences amongst women presents 

opportunities for better understanding how some women suffer multiple experiences of 

oppression, especially if they are poor, black, and gay. 

• Identifying the interconnecting ways in which some women are oppressed makes for more 

inclusive coalitions between women across sex, gender, race, ethnicity, class, age, religion 

etc. It ultimately makes for more effective actions for justice.

Input 1: What do we mean by the word ‘Woman’?
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1. Feminist Campaigns:

• From the mid-19C to the early decades of the 20C feminists in Britain and Ireland 

campaigned on 4 issues:

 — That married women should have control over their own property. The common law 

gave a husband complete control of his wife’s earned or inherited property.

 — For higher standards of female education and access to a wider range of employments. 

 — Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts, which were passed in the 1860s to protect 

the health of men in the army and navy. They stated that a woman suspected of being 

a prostitute had to undergo a medical examination, and if necessary treatment for 

venereal disease, while leaving the men medically unexamined and unrestricted. 

 — And that women should be given the vote and allowed to stand for parliament on the 

same basis as men. Only then could they bring their feminine values of nurturing and 

peace into political decision making. 

2. Irish Activists:

Issue 1: Women’s Property Rights

• Isabella Tod (1836-1896), a Presbyterian based in Belfast, was a leading figure in all four 

campaigns. 

• In a culture where many working class men spent much of the family wage on alcohol, 

Tod told a Select Committee in the House of Commons that if women had control of 

finance and property the whole family would benefit. Married Women’s Property Acts 

(1870, 1882), gave married women increasing degrees of control over their property and 

earnings.

• Women achieve separate legal status from their husbands, where previously they were 

under their husbands’ protection and authority. 

Issue 2: Women’s Education

• As part of educational reform Margaret Byers and Anne Jellicoe established women’s 

colleges, Ladies Collegiate in Belfast (1859) and Alexandra College in Dublin (1866). The 

aim was to provide higher education for women, and to educate female teachers to raise 

the standard of girl’s secondary education. 

• Along with Tod, the women successfully lobbied the British government to have girls and 

women included in the provisions of the Intermediate Act of 1878, which allowed them 

to sit public exams; and the University Act of 1879, which meant they could be awarded 

degrees. This opened new opportunities for employment for women including entry to 

professional careers.

Input 2: Taking on Patriarchy:
Women in Ireland One Hundred Years Ago
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Issue 3: Repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts

• In the campaigns to repeal the Contagious Diseases Acts (1864, 1866, and 1869), Tod 

and others organised public meetings, protests and petitions. The Acts interfered with 

women’s civil liberties as they permitted compulsory inspection of suspected prostitutes 

for venereal disease. Their efforts met with success and the Acts were repealed in 1886.

Issue 4: The Vote

• Suffrage societies in Ireland sought to educate public opinion on the reasons why women 

should be permitted to vote and stand for parliament. Leading members in Dublin included 

Quakers, Anna (1829-1922) and Thomas Haslam (1825-1917). They organised public 

meetings, wrote letters to newspapers, organised petitions to parliament, lobbied MPs to 

support franchise bills, all without success.

• By the early 20C a new generation of educated women, politicised by developments in 

political and cultural nationalism, took the campaign for suffrage in a new direction. These 

included women like Hanna Sheehy Skeffington (1877-1946) from a Catholic, nationalist 

background and Margaret Cousins (1878-1954) from a Protestant, unionist background.

• They adopted militant methods to raise public awareness of their cause: refusing to pay 

tax, heckling and disrupting public meetings, finally resorting to damaging public buildings. 

They were given the name suffragettes by the media.

• Suffrage societies raised awareness and campaigned on a range of concerns affecting 

women, indicating their voices would have greater weight with politicians if they had the 

vote. These included: the employment conditions of working-class women and their need 

for trade union organisation; equal pay; domestic and sexual violence against women and 

children; and the need for women jurors, lawyers, police and judges. 

• In January 1918 suffragists achieved a limited measure of success when the 

Representation of the People Act was passed by the British government granting the 

vote to women over thirty who: “…were householders, the wives of householders, were 

possessed of a five-pound qualification or were graduates.”

• The age range for the male vote was lowered from thirty to twenty-one, with the intention 

of preventing a female majority in the electorate. Suffragists interpreted this development 

as further evidence of the political manoeuvring of MPs to maintain the male status quo. 

• In 1922 the Irish Free State Constitution gave women over 21 voting rights. In 1928 

women over 21 in Northern Ireland and Great Britain were franchised. 

Input 2: Taking on Patriarchy:
Women in Ireland One Hundred Years Ago
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1. The Patriarchal Backlash:

• The 1920s and 1930s were difficult decades for women in Ireland as the reality of partition 

took effect and two new parliaments in Dublin and Belfast set out their future agendas. In both 

jurisdictions there was a backlash against feminist gains, in spite of the fact that women had the 

vote and could be elected as government ministers.

• In the Free State patriarchal laws were passed to restrict and control women and then finally to 

eliminate them from public life:

 — The 1924 and 1927 Jury Service Acts resulted in women being removed from the basic 

register and having to apply to be put on it. It in effect barred them from serving.

 — The 1925 Civil Service Act allowed discrimination on the basis of sex in competitive 

examinations. Women were restricted to employment at lower levels within the civil 

service. 

 — 1932 legislation required female teachers to retire on marriage, a ban which eventually 

applied to the entire civil service.

 — The Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1935 imposed fines and then imprisonment for 

soliciting by prostitutes while leaving clients untouched.

 — The Conditions of Employment Act of 1935 empowered the Minister for Labour to 

prohibit or limit the employment of women in industrial occupations.

 — Finally, the 1937 Irish Constitution explicitly assigned women the role of guardians of 

home and family, restricting them to the domestic sphere.

• These were rights which women already had and which Irish governments chose to take away, 

severely limiting women’s political and economic freedom. The few women TDs, elected on the 

basis that they would go along with the party leader and not rock the boat, stayed quiet in the 

face or anti-women legislation. 

• In Northern Ireland the two women chosen as unionist MPs, Julia McMordie and Dehra Parker, 

were deemed safe bets to promote policies that ensured the continuation of the union. The 

subject of women’s rights was rarely on their radar. 

• McMordie in office from 1921-1925 did recommend an increase in women police officers but 

on the issue of their pay stipulated: “I have never been one who thought that a woman who did 

the same work as a man should get the same pay”.

• Parker was the longest serving woman unionist MP in Northern Ireland, from 1921 to 1929, 

and then again from 1933-1960. She stated: “I am not an advocate... that women in every case 

should have equal duties and equal rights with men.”

• Parker held that women’s primary identifier was as housewife. Equality for women, in her 

opinion, was only possible within the confines of the traditional triad that defined women as 

wife, mother and housekeeper, although now her duties include housekeeping the state. 

Input 2: Taking on Patriarchy:
Women in Ireland One Hundred Years Ago
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Group Work Exercise 1 — First Worksheet: The Women’s
Movement in the Republic of Ireland: Fifty Years On

Each group will look at worksheet A or B and answer the question that follows:
 A. The Women’s movement in the Republic of Ireland: Fifty years on.
 B. The Women’s movement in Northern Ireland: Fifty years on.
In order of importance list 3 things that were considered significant by the group and 
indicate why.

Task

The 1970s:

• The Civil Rights Movement in the USA, feminism in the UK and USA, the Student 

Movements in Europe and relaxation of censorship in Ireland, created an environment 

for change and liberation. The 1970s became the era of campaigns for Women’s Rights in 

Ireland.

• The original founding group of what later was to be known as the Irish Women’s Liberation 

Movement was initiated in the early 1970s. They were concerned with housing, equal 

rights, recognition of motherhood and contraception.

• Numerous women’s organisations were established indicating the range of feminist 

concerns:

 — CSW (Council for the Status of Women) committed to working for the election of 

women to the legislature (1972). 

 — AIM (Action, Information, Motivation) a pressure group providing information and legal 

advice for women (1972).

 — Cherish formed by single mothers  to give advice and support to single parents and 

campaign for an end to the ‘illegitimate’ status of children of unmarried parents (1972).

 — ADAPT (Association for Deserted and Alone Parents) a campaigning support group 

was founded (1973).

 — Irish Women United (IWU) launched the Contraceptive Action programme (1974).
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• As a result of lobbying by these women’s groups a number of legislative changes took 

place:

 — The marriage bar was removed.

 — Deserted wives and unmarried mothers’ allowances were introduced.

 — The first refuge for battered women was opened.

 — The ban on importation of contraceptives for private use was found unconstitutional 

(1974).

 — The Anti-discrimination (Pay) Act was passed.

 — Children’s Allowance payments were granted to mothers.

 — Women’s Aid opened their refuge.

 — The Juries Act was amended and women were included for Jury service (1974).

 — The Family Home Protection Act was passed (1976), which meant prior to the sale of a 

family home written consent by both spouses was required.

 —  The first Rape Crisis centre was opened in Dublin.

 — The Employment Equality Act was passed and the Employment Equality Authority was 

set up.

 — The Unfair Dismissals Act came into being (1977).

 — The Family Planning Act was passed (1979) although sale of contraceptives was 

restricted to married couples.

 — The campaign for an Irish Women’s Centre was launched (1979).

 — Maire Geoghegan-Quinn was appointed to Cabinet (the first woman since Constance 

Markievicz in 1919). 

The 1980s:

• The 1980s was impacted by economic recession, high unemployment and growing 

emigration. A campaign to make condoms more widely accessible led to a moral campaign 

by the Catholic Church against promiscuity and infidelity to protect family values.

• Feminist issues were reproductive rights and violence against women. The first Irish 

Pregnancy Counselling Centre opened in 1980.

• The Pro-Life Amendment Campaign (PLAC) lobbied for an abortion referendum (1981). 

A referendum, which had been illegal under the Offences Against the Person Act (1861), 

took place in 1983. A 53% majority voted for an 8th Amendment to the Irish Constitution 

stating that the right to life of the unborn was equal to the life of the mother.

• In 1984 fifteen year old Anne Lovett was found in a graveyard beside her dead new-born 

child in Granard, Co. Longford. She died later in hospital. In the same year Eileen Flynn was 

fired from her teaching post for being pregnant and unmarried.

• The first divorce referendum was defeated in 1986.

Group Work Exercise 1 — First Worksheet: The Women’s
Movement in the Republic of Ireland: Fifty Years On
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The 1990s:

• This was the decade of the Celtic Tiger and the birth of Third Wave Feminism. Poverty, 

class and sexuality were primary concerns on the feminist agenda.

• The 1990s began with the election of Mary Robinson as President of Ireland. This was 

a major symbolic turning point in the campaign for equal citizenship. She dedicated her 

presidency to the women of Ireland.

• Despite this break- through women still faced opposition from church and state in relation 

to their sexuality. In 1992 the state used the law to prevent a fourteen year old pregnant 

rape victim from leaving Ireland with her parents to obtain an abortion (The X case).

• Feminists rallied and a referendum ensued which allowed women the right to travel and 

the right to information, as well as allowing suicide as a reason for termination. This was 

within the context of the constitutional commitment to protect the equal right to life of the 

woman and the unborn.

• Access to EU funding and EU structures enabled the development of the National 

Women’s Council of Ireland (NWCI) that sought to represent women’s groups in Ireland. 

NWCI linked with the European Women’s Lobby and actively campaigned on issues to do 

with child-care, violence against women, and women’s education. It housed the EU funding 

mechanism for women in Ireland - NOW (New Opportunities for Women).

• Lesbians Organising Together / Lesbian Education Awareness (LOT/LEA) became the first 

lesbian group in the EU to receive funding for its work.

• The National Women’s Council of Ireland (NWCI) influence decisions made in the National 

Economic and Social Forum, a body set up to examine policy issues of concern to society. 

NWCI lobbied for state funded and regulated child–care centres but were ignored by the 

Irish government. Instead the government invested hundreds of millions in consultant 

reports on sports facilities and new prisons which never materialised.

Group Work Exercise 1 — First Worksheet: The Women’s
Movement in the Republic of Ireland: Fifty Years On
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21C:

• A major focus has been tackling violence against women as a key barrier to women’s 

liberation and gender equality. Organisations dedicated to reducing violence received 

EU funding and support. These included groups working with immigrant women and sex 

workers.

• The successful campaign for same-sex marriage saw a change in the Irish Constitution: 

“Marriage may be contracted in accordance with law by two persons without distinction 

as to their sex. The Yes referendum was carried by 1,201,607 votes to 734,300 on 23 May 

2015.

• The campaign for Irish legislation to criminalise the purchase of sex was passed in the Dail 

in February 2017 by 94 votes to 6. The Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Bill also combats 

child pornography and the sexual grooming of children. The bill, which originated in the 

Seanad in 2015, now returns to the Upper House for consideration of amendments made 

in the Dail. 

• A referendum in the Republic of Ireland on 28th May 2018 to repeal the 8th Amendment 

of the Constitution was carried by a 66.4% majority. This will liberalise Ireland’s abortion 

laws.

Group Work Exercise 1 — First Worksheet: The Women’s
Movement in the Republic of Ireland: Fifty Years On
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1970s:

• The Civil Rights Movement radicalised and educated a number of women in the art of 

grass roots politics and rights-based thinking. The political and military struggle also 

heightened tensions between women.

• An Equal Pay Act was passed in 1970 to which there have been ongoing amendments 

(2004, 2005).

• In 1970 Women Together, a cross-community group, was founded to organise community 

projects for women across the sectarian divide.

• In 1973 female students at Queen’s came together to hold the first public meeting on 

women’s rights and called themselves Queen’s University Women’s Liberation Group. 

Their aim was to bring the role of women in Northern Ireland in line with that of women in 

Britain. In 1975 the group renamed itself the Northern Ireland Women’s Rights Movement 

(NIWRM).

• The movement comprised academics, trade-union activists, civil-rights activists, 

communists, unionists and republicans. NIWRM declared itself non-aligned on the 

constitutional issue. NIWRM’s stated aim was to “spread consciousness of women’s 

oppression and mobilise the greatest possible numbers of women on feminist issues”. 

(Manifesto, 1974). 

• NIWRM attracted women from middle and working classes. It focused on issues of 

poverty, inadequate housing and unemployment. It campaigned to have the UK Sex 

Discrimination Act extended to Northern Ireland. Among its achievements - establishment 

of the first Women’s Centre.

• The 1967 legislation legalising homosexuality in England and Wales was not applied in 

Northern Ireland. From 1972-1976 the Northern Ireland Gay Rights Association (NIGRA) 

lobbied the N.I. Office for reform but was ignored. The Cara Group was established in 

1974 as an information and befriending organisation for gay people. 

Group Work Exercise 1 — Second Worksheet: The Women’s 
Movement in Northern Ireland: Fifty Years On

Each group will look at worksheet A or B and answer the question that follows:

 A) The Women’s movement in the Republic of Ireland: Fifty years on.

 B) The Women’s movement in Northern Ireland: Fifty Years on.
In order of importance list 3 things that were considered significant by the group and 
indicate why.

Task
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• In 1975 those women in NIWRM who wished to combine their feminism with nationalist 

concerns over the constitution of Northern Ireland and trade unionism formed the 

Socialist Women’s Group. It dissolved in 1977 but many of the women reunited in the 

Belfast Women’s Collective (1977).

• In 1976 a Sex Discrimination Act was passed to which there have been ongoing 

amendments (1988, 1999, 2001, 2004, 2005, and 2008). The Equal Opportunities 

Commission was also established.

• Also in 1976 the Women’s Peace Movement was founded by Mairead Corrigan and Betty 

Williams to organise public rallies for peace. It was renamed the Peace People.

• Women Against Imperialism (WAI) was born in 1978 as a result of the tensions in the 

Belfast Women’s Collective over the campaign of the Relatives Action Committees 

in favour of political prisoners. A republican women’s group it challenged the feminist 

movement for being middle-class and pro-British. In the 1980s it was active in supporting 

the women on hunger strike in Armagh Gaol.

• Divorce on the ground of irreconcilability was legalised in Northern Ireland in 1978, ten 

years after the rest of the UK. There was much opposition to feminist campaigns from the 

DUP and Catholic Church on the issue of the sanctity of marriage.

• Late 1970s Women’s Aid campaigned in Derry Londonderry on the issue of domestic 

violence and the need for women’s refuges. The republican movement and Catholic 

Church came into conflict with the pressure group. The church on the grounds that the 

refuges would split families; republicans because the women’s group refused to distinguish 

between violence women experienced in political punishments (tarring and feathering), 

and violence inflicted by state forces, or husbands on wives.

1980s:

• 1980s - One of the most distinctive features in Northern Ireland was the growth of 

Women’s Centres. These centres were vital for women as they were places to meet, 

organise, socialise, access education and training, and receive practical help with job 

searches and childcare. 

• Increased sectarianism and violence meant that for practical and safety reasons many 

of the women’s groups were single identity on religious and political lines, but contact 

between women’s groups across the religio-political divide was also encouraged. 

• Some umbrella groups, like the Women’s Information Network (WIN), were consciously 

cross-community. Women’s Centres played a vital role in helping women deal with local 

problems resulting from the violence, they also politicised them. 

Group Work Exercise 1 — Second Worksheet: The Women’s 
Movement in Northern Ireland: Fifty Years On
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• In 1980 Domestic Violence legislation was amended in Northern Ireland to bring it in line 

with Britain. However the Order specified it would be applied to married couples only and 

not cohabitees, to dissuade couples living together before marriage. The establishment of 

Women’s Aid refuges, Rape Crisis centres, and Well Women Centres also resulted from 

women lobbying.

• In 1981 Jeffrey Dudgeon of NIGRA won his case against the British Government in the 

European Court of Human Rights over its failure to apply to Northern Ireland the 1967 

legislation legalising homosexuality.

• In 1985 Protestant and Catholic working class women came together to campaign on 

changes to the benefit system. A group of women travelled to London to lobby their MPs 

and oppose the Social Security Bill going through parliament. They were informed that the 

MPs were too busy opposing the Anglo-Irish Agreement to meet them. Undaunted the 

women successfully lobbied MPs from outside of Northern Ireland.

1990s – 3rd Wave Feminism:

• 1990 – Women’s Support Network formed to assist the development of Women’s Centres 

in Belfast. 

• During the 1980s and 1990s meetings and conferences were held with a view to 

facilitating women’s participation in the political processes. The Northern Ireland Women’s 

Coalition (NIWC) formed in 1996 as a “cross-community party, founded on human rights, 

inclusion and equality”.

• Two women were elected to serve as representatives of NIWC when the Belfast 

Agreement was negotiated. NIWC disbanded in 2006. In spite of the fact that we have 3 

female party leaders and a deputy leader, women continue to be under-represented in the 

electoral office in Northern Ireland.

• The Gender Equality Unit in the Office of the First Minister and Deputy First Minister 

was established to oversee the commitments in Section 75 of the Belfast Agreement to 

equality. All departments in Stormont are required to report on the gender equality impact 

of all policy.

• The issue of reproductive rights and the disparity between Northern Ireland and the rest 

of the UK on abortion rights for women has been an ongoing campaign for feminist groups 

who continue to lobby Stormont for change to the legislation.  

Group Work Exercise 1 — Second Worksheet: The Women’s 
Movement in Northern Ireland: Fifty Years On
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21C:

• The Civil Partnership Act 2004 enables same-sex couples in Northern Ireland legal 

recognition of their relationships. This gives them the same property rights, social security 

and pension benefits, tenancy rights, next of kin rights and parental responsibilities as 

married couples.

• In 2014 Northern Ireland became the first part of the UK to pass a bill on human 

trafficking and exploitation which makes it illegal to pay for sex.

• In a post-conflict society where political concern still rests with the constitutional issue, 

reflected in voting patterns and policy, preservation of culture often requires that 

conservative gender roles be maintained to protect the status quo. Expectations exist that 

women will continue to perform traditional roles. Those who challenge gender boundaries 

can be perceived as threatening or weakening cultural and collective identity.    

Group Work Exercise 1 — Second Worksheet: The Women’s 
Movement in Northern Ireland: Fifty Years On
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Revision of Definitions of Patriarchy

Patriarchy is a system of male dominance, rooted in the ethos of war which legitimates 

violence, sanctified by religious symbols, in which men dominate women through the control 

of female sexuality, with the intent of passing property to male heirs, and in which men who 

are heroes of war are told to kill men, and are permitted to rape women, to seize land and 

treasures, to exploit resources, and to own or otherwise dominate conquered people.

[Carol P. Christ, “A New Definition of Patriarchy: Control of Women’s Sexuality, Private Property, and War”,
in Feminist Theology Journal, Vol 24 (3), 2016, p214.]

Patriarchy is not simply another way of saying ‘men’.  Patriarchy is a kid of society, and a 

society is more than a collection of people. As such patriarchy does not refer to me, or any 

other men or collection of men, but to a kind of society in which men and women participate….

What is patriarchy? A society is patriarchal to the degree that it promotes male privilege by 

being male dominated, male identified and male centred.

[Alan Johnston, quoted in History Matters, by Judith M. Bennett, 2006, p 55.]

Feminist Responses to Patriarchy

• There is no widespread agreement about the meaning of the word patriarchy. The 

different ways of understanding the word, and how as a manifestation of male power it 

impacted women, determined the particular form feminism took.

Liberal Feminism

• Liberal feminism, which was the dominant form in the late 19C and early 20C  in Ireland, 

believes female subordination is a consequence of social and legal restraints, which blocks 

women’s opportunities in the public world of men.

• The way forward for liberals was for women to achieve full equality of opportunity in 

all spheres of life. They believed the best way to achieve this was to recognise women’s 

citizenship by giving them the vote on the same basis as men. They continue to campaign 

for equality of treatment.

Radical Feminism

• Radical feminism, which developed in the late 1960s, holds that patriarchy is a socio-

political, economic and cultural system that pervades all of life. 

• Its proponents believe that patriarchy is so engrained that the system cannot be reformed. 

They advocate creating an alternative women-culture and see it as the only way for 

women to truly flourish independently of men.

Input 3: Feminist Responses to Patriarchy
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Input 3: Feminist Responses to Patriarchy

• Radical feminists are consistently critical of the patriarchal family, which they believe 

operates to control women’s fertility. Within this family structure women are vulnerable 

to violence if they challenge the patriarchal status quo. They critique also the institution of 

heterosexuality, which is presented as natural and normal.

Socialist Feminism

• Socialist feminism has its roots in Marxism and arose in the late 1960s. Its adherents 

believe patriarchy operates via a combination of systems related to social class, race and 

sexuality. They are involved in challenging women’s oppression in the world of work, 

health, race relations and capitalism. 

• While socialist feminists inevitably suffered from socialist politics going out of fashion in 

the 1990s, their class analysis, and the attention they continue to draw to the link between 

racial discrimination and economic disparities, informs and impacts feminist thinking today. 

Postmodern Feminism

• Postmodern feminism developed in the 1990s. Its adherents ask how certain beliefs about 

our world got to be considered truth. They point up that those defining women, gender and 

sexuality, are playing a power game. Exposing the lies behind the social constructions that 

inform our understanding of the world, in their view, is a necessary political act.  

• Instead of asking questions like: Why are women oppressed; postmodern feminists are 

more likely to ask questions about the effects of particular beliefs or practices on women. 

For example: What are the effects of beliefs about their ‘proper’ roles on women? Or, how 

do women get described as ‘good’ wives?

Ecofeminism

• It compares the destruction of the natural world with the oppression of women by 

patriarchal systems. Patriarchy objectifies the natural world and women and sees both as 

objects of possession to be owned and used by men.
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According to feminist theologian, Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, the success of the patriarchal 

system is based on its capacity to operate on four different levels. Understanding those levels 

gives us a handle on why patriarchy has so successfully reinvented itself in very different times 

and also different places and cultures.

1. The Socio-Political level

The socio-political methodology of patriarchy is divide and rule. Male, elite, white 

beneficiaries of patriarchy protect their powerbase at the top of the patriarchal pyramid by 

dividing the population on religious, political, class and gender lines. It rewards some and 

abuses others, creating internal rivalries that distract from the true injustice at the heart of 

the system.

2. The Ethical-Symbolic level

This strand defines reality for people. Patriarchy creates a worldview that is dualistic, that 

is, it sets up oppositions suggesting one of the descriptors is superior to the other e.g. mind/

body, reason /emotion, active /passive, trustworthy/unreliable. The former characteristics 

are defined as male and justify male power and leadership in the world; the latter 

characteristics are identified as female and inferior justifying women’s subordination.

3. The Biological level

Patriarchy created a biological hypothesis that women are genetically inferior to men and 

that this inferiority is to be found in other races and colonised people. For instance, in a 

colonial context Britain defined itself in manly terms and defined the Irish as a feminine 

race, genetically inferior and requiring a strong, British, male hand to robustly rule over 

Ireland, and control its affairs. In this schema the white, colonial male is biologically a ‘race-

apart’ from women, blacks, homosexuals etc. The biological argument gives patriarchy a 

semblance of scientific validity and supports the idea that the patriarchal gender constructs 

are natural, unchanging and God given. It also supports theories of heterosexual male/female 

complementarity.      

4. At the level of Language

This patriarchal strand defines the world in male terms. Man becomes the norm and measure 

of humanity. This is most apparent in the use of patriarchal language where male terms like 

‘he’, ‘him’, ‘men’, are used as inclusive terms to represent everyone. Women are edited out. 

This is most apparent in Christian worship services where hymns, readings from scripture 

and prayers often use generic male terms for everyone. And there is no question that for 

many God is male, ‘Our Father’, the ultimate patriarch, blessing and confirming male rule. 

The language we use shapes our worldview, and until we use more inclusive language we will 

continue to define reality in male terms.     

(Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza, Transforming Vision: Explorations in Feminist Theology, 2011, pp 30-36)

Input 4: How Does Patriarchy Operate?
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3
Group Work Exercise 1: Dealing with Difference
Discuss the following questions:

 A. How is difference understood in Northern Ireland
  and what is the effect on relationships?
 B. Are there ways of understanding difference that are 

liberating?

(25 mins.)

7 Group Work Exercise 2:
Northern Ireland and the Complexity of Identities.

(30 mins.)

4 Feedback (15 mins.)

8 Feedback (15 mins.)

1
Buzz and feedback on questions: 
 A. Are there similarities between patriarchy, 

sectarianism and racism?
 B. Are there differences?

(20 mins.)

10 Plenary 1: In what ways are patriarchy, sectarianism and racism 
three facets of the same problem – systemic oppression?

(20 mins.)

2 Input 1a on: Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism:
  Systems of Oppression
Input 1b on: Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: How They Work  
Input 2 on: Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism:
  A Comparative Table  

(20 mins.)

5 Input 3 on Dealing with Difference (10 mins.)

9 Input 4: The Interplay of Sexism, Sectarianism and Racism. (10 mins.)

6 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: The Unholy Trinity
Session Plan
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Refer to Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: How they work.

• The left hand column in the diagram lists 4 key systems that operate in all societies and 

determine the nature of the society. These 4 societal building blocks are also a measure of 

the degree of oppression in a society.

 1. Distribution of Power – Is power hierarchical or shared equally? Where does power 

reside?

 2. Access to Resources – Who decides access to education, finances, work, health care 

etc.? Are there barriers to accessing these in society? Who benefits most from these 

resources?

 3. Setting Cultural Standards – Who decides? Is mono culture favoured over multi culture? 

What values underpin the culture? Are minority groups represented?

 4.  Power of Naming – Who defines what is real; or what is important? Who is believed? 

Where does the authority lie? Are certain voices repressed or silenced?

• The list of attitudes and behaviours in the top row of the diagram, moving from prejudice 

through to scapegoating, are indicative of progressively oppressive forms of patriarchy, 

sectarianism and racism.  

 For example:

 a) Prejudicial cultural stereotypes that have a patriarchal basis see women as primarily 

responsible for housework and childcare which can have implications for women’s 

economic standing in relation to men.

 b) Sectarian bigotry can fuel beliefs about the other group that have no basis in fact. 

 c) Racial stereotyping can assume whites are intellectually superior to blacks on biological 

grounds without sufficient evidence.

 d) Patriarchal discrimination can result in unequal access to resources for women, and 

those who identify as either lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, or queer. 

 e) Racial scapegoating can ascribe blame to a group for something it did not do. For 

instance, in the 1930s Jews were blamed for the ills of German society that led to their 

segregation, oppression, and eventually the death camps. 

• The last column in the diagram lists the 4 types of systemic oppression. Not everyone 

experiences all 4 types. The most marginalised experience oppression at all 4 levels. 

• Read and compare columns in handout Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: A 

Comparative Table which follows on.

Input 1a:
Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: Systems of Oppression
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From a lecture by Dr. Letty Russell (January 2003). Definitions adapted from work of Robert Terry,
author of For Whites Only (1970)

• Patriarchy, sectarianism and racism are oppressive systems in which access to power, 

resources, cultural control and intellectual control are denied to particular groups because 

of gender, religion and/or politics, and colour of skin.

• In social analysis we need to look at areas 1-4, the building blocks of oppression.

Forms of 
group, social, 
or self
actualisation

Prejudice Bigotry Stereotyping Discrimination Scapegoating Systemic 
Oppression

Distribution
of
Power

1
Unfair
distribution
of power

Access
to
Resources

Unequal
access to
resources

2
Unequal
access
to resources

Setting
Cultural
Standard

Cultural 
stereotypes

More
negative 
cultural 
stereotypes

Attributes 
characteristics 
to a group
without
evidence 
(i.e. assume to 
be biological)

3
Inability to 
set cultural 
standards of 
behaviour

Power
of
Naming

Belief on 
insufficient 
grounds

More 
intense 
belief on 
insufficient 
grounds

Ascribing 
blame to a 
group for 
something it 
did not do

4
Lack of power 
to name
reality or 
define truth

Input 1b:
Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: How They Work
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Patriarchy Sectarianism Racism

Hierarchical system based on 
gender.

Hierarchy based on religion and 
politics.

Hierarchy based on skin colour 
and physical traits.

Dualistic and oppositional form of 
identity politics.

Dualistic and oppositional form of 
identity politics.

Dualistic and oppositional form of 
identity politics.

Makes negative value judgements. Makes negative value judgements Makes negative value judgements

Defines gender differences as 
natural, inscribed on the body and 
God-given. 

Defines racial differences as 
natural, inscribed on the body and 
God-given

Socially created to justify male 
dominance.

Socially created to justify 
separatism.

Socially created to justify 
colonialism and imperialism.

Structured and systemic. Structured and systemic. Structured and systemic.

Violent system that abuses power. Violent system that abuses power. Violent system that abuses 
power.

Way out of patriarchy for men: Way out of sectarianism: Way out of racism for whites:

to acknowledge how they benefit 
from  patriarchy also how it limits 
and oppresses them.

for those in power to acknowledge 
how they benefit(ted) from it also 
how it limits and oppresses them.

for whites to acknowledge how 
they have benefitted from it and 
how it has made them less than 
human.

to accept it is not up to women alone 
to solve the problem of patriarchy.

to accept it is not up to 
Catholics or Protestants to 
solve sectarianism. We need to 
take responsibility for our own 
sectarianism.

to accept it is not up to blacks and 
people of colour alone to solve 
the problem of racism.

to dialogue across genders about 
different experiences of oppression.

to dialogue across religious, 
cultural, and political traditions 
and learn to respect each other.   

to dialogue across racial divisions 
and learn about the experiences 
of racial oppression. 

to embrace/celebrate plurality of 
genders.

to embrace/celebrate all religions, 
and political and cultural 
traditions.

to embrace/celebrate plurality of  
races. 

sharing space, power, resources 
fairly. 

sharing space, power, resources 
fairly. 

sharing space, power, resources 
fairly. 

Input 2:
Patriarchy, Sectarianism and Racism: A Comparative Table
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• The classification of women as biologically inferior to men in the late 19C rendered 

them less intelligent, the weaker sex with less energy and inclined to be emotional. This 

perspective justified both the seclusion of women within the home and their control by 

men.

• Some feminists in the late 19C and early 20C argued that while women and men are 

intrinsically different this should not necessarily imply that women are inferior. Women 

and men are equal but different. They complement each other. This legitimised the need 

for separate spheres for each, and as the man was norm women’s needs that differed from 

men’s were ignored.

• Other feminists, in the same period, campaigned for suffrage and access to education 

and the professions on the basis of women’s sameness to men. In focusing on equality of 

opportunity they inadvertently left the way open for a patriarchal system to place unjust 

burdens and expectations on women. They were expected to compete with men on an 

equal basis in the work place as well as perform the ‘natural’ duties of housewife and 

mother. 

• The classification of people into supposedly distinct races began in earnest in the 18C 

with the development of the natural sciences. White, western man became the norm and 

measure for all other races. In relation to beauty, intellect, morality, sexuality and physical 

capabilities the white, western male was judged superior by white, western males and 

therefore considered more advanced.

• Other races, including the Celtic race, were regarded as primitive. They were viewed as 

closer to nature, less contaminated by the modern, industrial society, highly emotional and 

sexualised. But the areas that really counted as important and a measure of civilisation 

were rationality, enterprise, ability to control emotions and sophistication.  

• Just as sexism privileged men, racism privileged whiteness. Imperialism and colonialism 

were justified as white men saving black, coloured and Irish men and women from 

themselves. 

• In the case of race, science was used to legitimise colonialism, segregation and slavery.

• Pro-slavery campaigns in the USA in the 1840s argued that black men and women, like 

white women, had smaller brains than white men. They had lesser powers of reasoning and 

this at a time when reason had replaced religion as a mark of civilisation. The belief was 

that black people and people of colour had not evolved to the same degree as their white 

European counterparts. They were naturally inferior and had to be controlled.

Input 3: Dealing with Difference
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• The strategy was to deflect attention from the economic and political interests which were 

the true motivation for colonial expansionism and justify the violence as necessary for 

getting rid of an old, backward system and replacing it with a modern, advanced model.

• Part of civilising other nations included bringing them the true religion. There is truth in 

the critique that the white man taught us to close our eyes and pray and when we opened 

them our land and gold was gone.

• Sectarianism has its roots in the 16C with the Tudor colonisation of Ireland. As was 

European custom the religion of the ruler was to be the religion of the people. Tudor 

colonisation of Ireland meant imposing the Anglican Protestant model of the Reformations. 

The Catholic Reformations of the 16C took root in Ireland as a politico-religious resistance. 

Protestants were a minority people in Ireland and Reformations failed to have major 

impact. The result was Catholic-Protestant tensions, both religious and political.

• The Plantation of Ulster in 17C was also political and religious and was an attempt to 

control the troublesome province of Ulster and convert its heathen Catholics to the 

true faith. Most planters were Scots and of the Reformed, Presbyterian model of the 

Reformations. Patterns of land ownership, suspicion, fear and sectarian tensions were 

established in the north-east. Protestants remained a minority on the island of Ireland.

• Similar to the rest of Europe, the 17C in Ireland was a century of religious wars. The 1641 

Irish Catholic Rising, 1649 Cromwellian revenge, and the 1690-1691 Williamite Wars, left 

mutually bitter legacies and ‘remembered histories’.

• The history of gender, sectarian and race relations shows that discourses of difference that 

result in structured oppression for some, and privilege for others, are inherently violent, 

founded on lies, and profoundly unjust. They need dismantling for a just, inclusive and 

peaceful future.   

Input 3: Dealing with Difference
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A mural from 2005 painted on a gable wall in Divis Street, republican West Belfast, titled 

‘Fight Bigotry, Fight Racism’.

On the Ballygomartin Road in loyalist West Belfast a ‘Declare War on Racism’ mural also 

appeared in 2005.

 1. What are these murals saying?

 2. Is there a connection between racism and sectarianism in the murals?

 3. Is there anything absent from either mural? 

Group Work Exercise 2:
Northern Ireland: The Complexity of Identity
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• Sexism, sectarianism and racism can each be evidenced in their consequences, which 

disadvantage and discriminate against others on a sliding scale of oppression, from actions 

motivated by intolerance to behaviour motivated by hatred.

• Legislation on equality and human rights, which developed in the wake of the 1998 Belfast 

Agreement, has created anti-sexist, anti-sectarian and anti-racist policies to tackle hate 

incidents and crimes.

• In 2013 the Northern Ireland government defined sectarianism in the Together Building a 

United Community strategy as: “threatening, abusive, or insulting behaviour, or attitudes, 

towards a person by reason of that person’s religious beliefs or political opinions, or to an 

individual as a member of such a group”.

• There is a danger in this approach as it is easier to blame individuals, even scapegoat them, 

for their bigotry and prejudicial behaviour. While it is important to send out a message that 

sexist, sectarian and racist acts will not be tolerated, there is an onus on the community 

to recognise that the individuals who perpetuate these crimes are a product of the 

discriminatory environment that characterises Northern Ireland. 

• Until we are honest about the systemic nature of each type of oppression and investigate 

and tackle structural expressions of discrimination, as well as the individual, we will not 

succeed in transforming our society and the community.  

• Sexism, sectarianism and racism are structural problems that have their roots in 

exploitation, and permeate all levels of society. Institutional sexism, sectarianism and 

racism will live on as long as we refuse to acknowledge the depth and breadth of the 

problem and tackle it root and branch.

• If any disease spreads and affects all parts of the organism, saving the body will take time. 

To treat the condition in itself is not enough, it is also important to discover what gave rise 

to the condition to prevent the disease recurring.

• Sexism, sectarianism and racism are all socially constructed diseases, they are not natural 

or innate conditions of humanness. In fact they dehumanise.

• Resocialisation, which includes education about the nature and consequences of systemic 

oppressions and relationship building across genders, religio-political traditions, and races, 

is crucial at all levels, institutional and individual. Without this we cannot begin to heal 

the hurts and mend the divisions so that a just, inclusive and compassionate future might 

become possible.

Input 4: The Interplay of Sexism, Sectarianism and Racism. 
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The Sex / Gender Myth: Reclaiming the Human
Session Plan

1
Buzz and Feedback: In small groups look at the list of sex
and gender terminology. Did you learn anything new? (25 mins.)

8 Feedback (15 mins.)

9
Input 4: Being Homosexual in Northern Ireland
Input 5: Being Human (20 mins.)

5 Plenary 2:
What do you think about sex and gender as categories? (15 mins.)

10 What needs to happen to enable greater tolerance and respect for 
the diversity of humanness in Northern Ireland? (15 mins.)

6 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

3
Plenary 1:
 A. Why do you think labels are so important in relation
  to identity in a patriarchal culture?
 B. How has labelling impacted the LGBT+ community?

(20 mins.)

2
Input 1: From Gay Movement to Queer Movement
Input 2: Gender Identity: Who Decides and Why? (20 mins.)

4 Input 3: Sex and Gender: Changing Definitions (10 mins.)

7
Group Work Exercise 1:
 A. After reading the two poems by local poet, Berni Kerr, 

share in your group your reflections and responses to 
the poetry. 

(25 mins.)
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(Taken from University College Berkeley, San Francisco, Gender Equity and Resource Centre)

Bigender – A person whose gender identity is a combination of man and woman.

Bisexuality – Also bi. A person who is attracted to two sexes or two genders, but not 

necessarily simultaneously or equally.

Cisgender – A person who by nature or by choice conforms to gender/sex based expectations 

of society (also referred to as ‘Gender-straight’ or ‘Gender Normative’).

Crossdresser – Someone who wears clothes associated with another gender part of the time. 

The term has replaced ‘transvestite’, which is now considered outdated and offensive.

Drag – The act of dressing in gendered clothing and adopting gendered behaviours as part 

of a performance, most often clothing and behaviours typically not associated with your 

gender identity. Drag Queens perform femininity theatrically. Drag Kings perform masculinity 

theatrically. Drag may be performed as a political comment on gender, as parody, or simply as 

entertainment. Drag performance does not indicate sexuality, gender identity, or sex identity.

Gender – A socially constructed system of classification that ascribes qualities of masculinity 

and femininity to people. Gender characteristics can change over time and are different 

between cultures.

Genderqueer – A person whose gender identity is neither man nor woman, is between or 

beyond genders, or is some combination of genders. This identity is usually related to or in 

reaction to the social construction of gender, gender stereotypes and the gender binary 

system. Some gender queer people identify under the transgender umbrella while others do 

not.

Intersex – Intersex is a set of medical conditions that feature congenital anomaly of the 

reproductive and sexual system. That is, intersex people are born with ‘sex chromosomes’, 

external genitalia, or internal reproductive systems that are not considered ‘standard’ for 

either male or female. The existence of intersexuals shows that there are not just two sexes 

and that our ways of thinking about sex (trying to force everyone to fit into either the male or 

the female box) is socially constructed.   

Queer

 • An umbrella term to refer to all LGBT+ people

 • A political statement, as well as a sexual orientation, which advocates breaking binary 

thinking and seeing both sexual orientation and gender identity as potentially fluid.

 • A simple label to explain a complex set of sexual behaviours and desires. For example, a 

person who is attracted to multiple genders may identify as queer.

Sex and Gender Terminology
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Sex – A medical term designating a certain combination of gonads (e.g. eggs/sperm), 

chromosomes, external gender organs (e.g. clitoris/penis), secondary sex characteristics 

(which develop at puberty e.g. breasts/beards) and hormonal balances (oestrogen / 

testosterone). Common terms are ‘male’, ‘female’, and ‘intersex’.

Sexual Orientation – The deep-seated direction of one’s sexual (erotic) attraction. It is 

on a continuum and not a set of absolute categories. Sometimes referred to as affection, 

orientation or sexuality. Sexual orientation evolves through a multistage developmental 

process, and may change over time. Asexuality, not being sexually attracted to any gender, is 

also a sexual orientation.

Transgender – Transgender (sometimes shortened to Trans or TG) people are those whose 

psychological self (‘gender identity’) differs from the social expectations for the physical sex 

they were born with. For example, a female with a masculine gender identity or who identifies 

as a man.

Transsexual – Transsexual refers to a person who experiences a mismatch of the sex they 

were born as and the sex they identify as. A transsexual sometimes undergoes medical 

treatment to change his/her physical sex to match his/her sex identity through hormone 

treatments and/or surgically. Not all transsexuals can have or desire surgery.

Sex and Gender Terminology
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• In Ancient Greece and Rome men defined their sexualities in terms of being active (one 

who penetrates others) or passive (one who is penetrated).   

• The contemporary understanding of homosexuality as an identity only came into existence 

in the 19C. Before then the act of sodomy, as it was called, was seen as a ‘temporary 

aberration’ that did not define a person.

• The gay liberation movement came into being in 1969, when gays and lesbians provoked by 

repeated police harassment and arrests, defended the Stonewall bar in New York against a 

police raid. 

• The liberation movement focused on issues of visibility, positive identity and human rights 

and called for an end to the closet and discrimination that ranged from physical and verbal 

attacks to discrimination in housing and at work. It advocated for the same civil rights for 

homosexuals as heterosexuals.

• In late 1986 to early 1990s a new movement developed challenging the gay and lesbian 

desire to be treated as ‘normal’ – the queer movement.

• The old English word ‘queer’, in the 14C, meant ‘to question or enquire’. By the 16C queer 

meant ‘strange, odd, peculiar, eccentric’. In the early 19C queer referred to a transgression, 

as in ‘to put out of order’, ‘to spoil’. By the end of the 19C queer had become a derogatory 

term for male homosexual.

• In the late 1980s gay and lesbian activists sought to reclaim the word ‘queer’ in a positive 

way. It became shorthand for describing people who self-identified as sexual and gender 

minorities.     

• From a queer perspective nothing is ‘normal’. Everything is a social and cultural construct. 

The queer movement rejects fixed distinctions between masculine / feminine, maleness/

femaleness. It sees all sexual practices and identities as social and cultural.

• The queer movement challenges patriarchy that implicitly endorses heterosexuality, and 

operates through binary oppositions to maintain male, heterosexual rule. It advocates for 

equality of treatment for all, no hierarchies, and a celebration of difference. 

Input 1: From Gay Movement to Queer Movement
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• From a medical perspective an intersex person is born with ambiguous genitalia, with sex 

chromosome abnormalities, or with some misalignment between their sex chromosomes 

and their anatomy.

• From a medical perspective a transgender person’s identity does not align with their 

gender assignment at birth.

• Up until the beginning of the 21C clinicians judged an intersex person female if they had 

ovarian tissue, and male if they had testicular tissue. In cases when a person had both 

present in the gonads (sex gland) the patient was classified as hermaphrodite.

• The belief was that everyone has one and only one true sex that awaits discovery, and that 

there are only two distinct sexes. A hermaphrodite was male and female in one person and 

therefore threatened this belief.

• Discovery of the sex hormones at the end of the 19C, and the development of new 

surgical techniques, created the conditions for ‘normalising’ intersex and trans-people to 

protect the ideology of the two sexes. Intersex patients were surgically and hormonally 

reconstructed as male or female.

• The first genital reconstruction surgeries were performed on trans-people.  As 

transgenderism was considered a mental illness, trans-people underwent psychiatric 

assessment before under-going sex reassignment surgery.

• In the mid-1960s to 1980s the psychologist who dominated thinking on sex and gender 

was John Money, Professor of Paediatrics and Medical Psychology at John Hopkins 

University, Maryland. He co-established the John Hopkins Gender Identity Clinic in 1965, 

and worked with the sexual behaviour unit, which ran studies on sex reassignment surgery.

• Money is perhaps best remembered as the psychologist at the centre of the David Reimer 

sex change controversy. Reimer, a Canadian, was born Bruce. When Bruce was a baby a 

botched circumcision irrevocably damaged his penis. Because the penis in a patriarchal 

culture defined maleness, Money counselled performing sex reassignment and raising 

Bruce as a girl.

• During puberty Reimer ceased to identify as a girl and eventually transitioned back to 

male. Reimer’s life-long depression and suicide are regarded by many as a consequence of 

the gender reconstruction Money had advised.

Input 2: Gender Identity: Who Decides and Why?
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• Money held the view that gender identity was changeable until 18 months. An intersex 

infant could, therefore, be successfully ‘constructed’ as either male or female regardless of 

chromosomal gender provided that:

 — the parents have no doubt about the child’s sex;

 — the genitals are reconstructed to match the assigned gender as appropriate;

 — gender appropriate hormones are administered at puberty;

 — and the patient is kept aware of their condition with age appropriate details. 

• In the early 2000s intersex activists and clinicians collaborated to produce a new set 

of intersex treatment guidelines: The Common Statement on Management of Intersex 

Disorders. These stipulated that doctors communicate clearly and honestly with patients 

and their parents about intersex conditions, and that, in general, surgical options be 

deferred until patients are old enough to decide for themselves.

• Until 2013 the American Psychiatric Association regarded transgenderism as one of a pair 

of mental illnesses:

 1. Gender Identity Disorder

 2. Gender Identity Disorder – Child.

The main difference between the two conditions was whether ‘symptoms’ present in 

childhood or adulthood.

• There are four criteria for a diagnosis of Gender Identity Disorder:

 1. Strong and persistent cross-gender identification.

 2. Persistent discomfort about one’s assigned sex, or a sense of inappropriateness in the 

gender-role of that sex. 

 3. Absence of a concurrent physical intersex condition.

 4. Clinically significant distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important 

areas of functioning. 

• Trans-people resented the claim that transgenderism is a mental illness, however, in many 

jurisdictions they were forced to obtain a psychiatric diagnosis of Gender Identity Disorder 

to qualify for sex reassignment surgery.

• In the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Gender 

Identity Disorder has been replaced with Gender Dysphoria, to signal having a gender 

identity that does not align with one’s gender assignment is not a disorder. What makes 

it a diagnosable condition is the “clinically significant distress” associated with the 

misalignment. Dysphoria comes from the Greek word dusphoros, which means “hard to 

bear”.

Input 2: Gender Identity: Who Decides and Why?
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• Under the new system a trans-person who does not experience distress because of their 

trans-identity is not regarded as mentally ill.

• According to a 2016 report on transgender issues by the Commons Women and Equalities 

Committee, which is a UK parliamentary committee, as many as 650,000 people in the 

UK are gender incongruent to some degree. It highlighted that the transphobia they 

experience undermines their careers, incomes, living standards and mental and physical 

health. 

• The report also indicated that a third of transgender adults and half of “gender-variant” 

young people attempt suicide, and transgender people in the UK face high levels of 

transphobia on a daily basis. The report urged ministers to draw up a new strategy to 

tackle transgender discrimination in the NHS, prison service, police and schools.

• The World Health Organisation (WHO) also commissioned its first field study into: 

Removing transgender identity from the classification of mental disorders. The study 

warned that association with mental illness could be used by governments to deny 

decision-making authority to transgender people, in matters such as child custody and 

reproduction.

• Its senior author, Professor Geoffrey Reed, of the National Autonomous University 

of Mexico, stated that: “Stigma associated with both mental disorder and transgender 

identity has contributed to the precarious legal status, human rights violations and barriers 

to appropriate care among transgender people”. 

• The WHO are considering a change in their definition of transgender identity in the 

2018 edition of the International Classification of Diseases, which is the most influential 

medical bible. A working group has recommended transgender identity should no longer 

be classified as a mental disorder and should be moved into a newly created category – 

conditions related to sexual health.  

Input 2: Gender Identity: Who Decides and Why?
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• The Ancient Greeks believed there was only one sex that men and women shared, 

however, the male version was the perfect model of humanness, and the female version 

was imperfect.

• According to Greek philosophers, Plato (428-374 BCE) and Aristotle (384-323 BCE), all 

human creatures were born male and those who lived an inferior life were reincarnated as 

female, or worse an animal. 

• In this scheme of things men were considered biologically and physiologically superior to 

women. It was the male who created life, the female womb was the human incubator. Her 

orgasm was a signal there was the necessary heat for conception to take place. As a one-

sex model male and female complement each other for the purpose of reproduction.

• The medical profession modified and gradually abandoned the one-sex theory which 

began to come under scrutiny in the 17C with new discoveries of anatomy and microscopy. 

This shift was consequent on the rise of a new world order that relied on science and 

rationality rather than religion to make sense of the world. 

• A key figure in this revolution was the philosopher and scientist, Rene Descartes (1596-

1650), whose famous insight, ‘Cogito ergo sum’ (I think therefore I am), confirmed the 

rational mind as signifier of humanness. The insight challenged the patriarchal order as it 

suggested the superiority of mind over body, and as women and men were both rational 

beings irrespective of body differences there was a fear they could be judged as equal.

• There was a scramble in the 17C and 18C to justify the different treatment and status of 

men and women in the patriarchal order that had a scientific basis. Natural inequalities 

were quickly invented. Women’s brains were too small for intellectual activity and it would 

use valuable energy need for reproduction therefore men and women had different roles 

and responsibilities. The two-sex theory was created to bolster patriarchy and justified 

biologically.    

• In the 1970s Richard Dawkins developed a theory linking sex with gendered 

characteristics - the “selfish gene” theory. His observation of women convinced him 

because they invested more time and energy in their children, and were primary carers, 

the mothering quality must be innate.  

• His study of men led him to conclude men were given to promiscuity. Dawkins interpreted 

this behaviour as having a biological root – the male drive to share their genes with more 

than one woman and live on through his children.

Input 3: Sex and Gender: Changing Definitions
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• He held that sexual division of labour, and men’s and women’s different sexual behaviours, 

are the natural way of the world. Women who challenge their mothering instincts and 

capacity, and men who deny promiscuity are denying their human nature. 

• In the mid-20C feminists began to differentiate between ‘sex’ and ‘gender’. They sought to 

distinguish between biological differences and socially constructed differences between 

the sexes.

• Since the 1990s, largely influenced by philosopher Judith Butler, the sex – gender 

distinction has been questioned further. In light of the increasing diversity of human bodies 

that calls into question the two-sex model, Butler asks, is sexual identity, like gender 

identity, socially created? 

• Butler answers that the two-sex theory is socially constructed but patriarchal culture has 

denied this because it has used the sex marker to invest the male sex with greater power 

and claimed the division of the sexes into superior and inferior is natural.

• Butler further asks, as sex and gender norms are both socially constructed do we need two 

categories? She proposes using the gender category only, suggesting that once free of the 

category of biological sex with its patriarchal associations, it becomes possible to envision 

alternative and liberating gender norms.

• Philosopher Christine Overall wants to get rid of sex and gender categories altogether 

to avoid categorisations. She proposes thinking instead of each person as individual and 

human.    

Input 3: Sex and Gender: Changing Definitions
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The Change

I gather now that you have reconciled,

within yourself,

the greatest change that you will ever make.

For you will bring to birth the boy

who, for so many years,

has struggled to be seen

under multi-layers of girl.

He’ll bring a longed for peace

a  coming home at last,

and so, begin to heal the wounds

left by nature’s great mistake.

The great hormonal rush

on female embryo

that, in your case, went wrong.

But don’t expect my joy,

for you are casting off

what I have cherished for so many years. 

I cannot see her go without a tear.

I cannot be that woman who never held

a daughter to her breast. 

I cannot say goodbye just yet,

but perhaps, as years go by,

I’ll be able to ask for Nate – 

and not, as now, pick up the phone

and say hello to mammy’s honey pie.

After reading the two poems by local poet, Berni Kerr, share in your group your 
reflections and responses to the poetry. 

Task

Group Work Exercise 1
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Where are you going?

Where are you going, sweet daughter, sweet daughter?

Where are you going, sweet daughter of mine?

Down a road I can’t follow, to places unknown to me,

where are you going, sweet daughter of mine?

You were so pink and perfect, I named you a little rose.

Though I couldn’t hold you, such storms tossed my mind.

Yet now you have grown, I must call down the wind to you,

be all that you have always been. Be gentle and kind.

What have I gained in the loss of my daughter?

What have I gained when the process is done?

But a loss that is gain, and a smile that is laughter,

and a whole world of joyfulness in my second son.

Poems taken from a 2015 collection of poetry by Berni Kerr entitled Me and Mr. Boulder, 
 

Group Work Exercise 1
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• Following the 1998 Belfast Agreement, laws aimed at enhancing LGBT+ rights, equality, 

and protection from discrimination and victimisation were introduced to Northern Ireland. 

Northern Ireland was in a period of ‘Direct Rule’ so the legislation was implemented by the 

Labour government.

• Failure to implement this legislation through domestic channels meant underlying social 

and political prejudices towards homosexuality were not engaged with, challenged or 

addressed.

• A useful source of information on attitudes towards homosexuality is the Northern Ireland 

Life and Times Survey (NILT). It was established in 1998 and asks questions on social, 

political and religious issues. It often repeats a question verbatim over a number of years to 

chart longitudinal changes in social responses.

• Respondents were asked to grade sexual relations between two adults of the same sex 

with the options: ‘Always wrong’, ‘Almost always wrong’, ‘Wrong only sometimes’, ‘Not 

wrong at all’, or ‘Can’t choose’.

1998 Survey Always Wrong – 58% Not Wrong At All – 15%

2004 Survey Always Wrong – 44% Not Wrong At All – 21%

2008 Survey Always Wrong – 44% Not Wrong At All –  24%

2013 Survey Always Wrong – 27% Not Wrong At All –  43%

• Between 2004 and 2008 several disparaging comments had been made by some DUP 

politicians about homosexuality.

• In 2005 DUP MLA Edwin Poots publically complained about the use of a venue in Lisburn 

for civil partnership ceremonies, which had been legalised in Northern Ireland in 2004. He 

denounced the new civil partnership law as ‘wrong and immoral and sticks in the throat’.

• In 2007 DUP Minister Ian Paisley Jr. stated in an interview in Hot Press Magazine: ‘I am 

pretty repulsed by gay and lesbianism. I think it is wrong. I think that these people harm 

themselves and, without caring about it, harm society. That doesn’t mean to say I hate 

them. I mean, I hate what they do.’ 

• When he gave the interview Mr. Paisley Jr’s. department was responsible for overseeing 

equality. He was investigated by the Stormont Assembly Ombudsman but found not to 

have violated the ministerial code of conduct with his comments.

Input 4: Being Homosexual in Northern Ireland
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• DUP MLA Jim Wells in 2007 commented publically on funding secured by former N.I. 

Secretary of State, Peter Hain, prior to his departure from office, for the LGBT+ sector 

for the years 2006 to 2009. Wells stated ,‘I am appalled that this level of money was 

committed to homosexual support groups behind our backs before devolution…I would 

much prefer that any young person were not encouraged to seek advice from government 

funded homosexuality groups. People in their early teens often go through a period of 

confusion but the vast majority come through these difficult periods, marry and have 

children’.

• In 2008, Iris Robinson, then DUP MLA and MP made a number of statements about 

homosexuality live on BBC Radio Ulster. She said she felt homosexuality was an 

‘abomination’, that it ‘nauseated’ her. She suggested homosexuals could be ‘cured’ with 

psychiatric treatment to ‘re-orientate’ homosexuals back to heterosexuality. She defended 

her ideology by saying she believed it was the duty of the government to uphold God’s law.

• At the time of her statements Mrs. Robinson was Chair of the Stormont Health 

Committee with responsibility for overseeing the delegation of funding for strategies 

and interventions to address the health problems incurred by LGBT+  people affected by 

experiences of homophobia.

• In 2010, Andrew Muir joined the Alliance Party as a councillor and openly gay man. This is 

a small but positive step.

• The first large scale study into LGBT+ harassment in N.I. was in 1996 by Mason and Palmer. 

It showed that:

 — 39% of respondents had experienced homophobic violence.

 — 36% encountered homophobic harassment.

 — 67% had been verbally abused.

• Following the implementation of the Criminal Justice (No. 2) N.I. Order 2004, the PSNI 

began separately recording homophobically motivated crime

Year Homophobically motivated
crimes reported 

2006 148

2008 114

2014 209

2015 195

2016 201

(A key resource for this worksheet on Being Homosexual in Northern Ireland was Marian Duggan’s Queering Conflict: 
Examining Lesbian and Gay Experiences of Homophobia in Northern Ireland, 2012.) 

Input 4: Being Homosexual in Northern Ireland
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• What does it mean to be human? Or what does it mean to say someone is human?

• Being human is about having rights and freedoms. Various movements in history have 

developed to challenge the rights of oppressed individuals and groups and claim their 

humanity and equality e.g. anti-slavery movement / civil rights movement / LGBT+ 

movement / feminist movement.

• As humans we express ourselves through our sex and gender, however we identify these 

and however varied they are. That said, these are not our primary identity markers. Before 

all else we are all human.

• As history illustrates our knowledge and understanding of sex and gender identities has 

changed; however, history reminds us there is wisdom in recognising the limitations of our 

knowledge, including our self-knowledge about our identity.

• Owning our limited knowledge and understanding is liberating and can become the basis 

for an ethic of openness and flexibility that encourages exploration on the nature of 

humanness and what makes us human.

• In a culture free of patriarchy we are empowered to explore together what it is to be 

human and the various ways of giving our humanity expression. In the process we develop 

a new understanding of humanness, a new anthropology that takes seriously humanness in 

diversity and diverse humanness.  

• At the heart of being truly human is our capacity for love and compassion. Both find 

expression in how we relate in our humanity, how we express our solidarity with others. 

• Compassion finds expression in the ways we get alongside others, actively caring. Love is 

about seeking the highest good of the other, the other’s human flourishing.

• Both compassion and love enable, encourage and support the full expression of our 

humanness in diversity and diverse humanness.   

• Let us consider how being human has been defined by key thinkers in recent times: 

A. Hannah Arendt – A Jewish, German born, American political theorist who escaped Nazism:

“To be human and to be free are one and the same.”

“Each person is unique, so that with each birth something uniquely new comes into the 

world.”

Input 5: Being Human
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B. Grace Jantzen -  A Canadian feminist philosopher and theologian:

“The world is full of poverty, refugees, starving sick children. Recovering a sense of the 

dignity and irreplaceability of each individual compels us to love, compassion, and action for 

justice.”

“The sameness which we share is in part the fact that we are not the same, we are all unique, 

singular, and irreplaceable. And that uniqueness occurs not in isolation from others, but is 

from the beginning contained in a web of relationships and in a sacred world.”

Judith Butler – An American philosopher and gender theorist

“Every human person has the right to be free to live without discrimination, harassment, 

injury, pathologization or criminalization, with full institutional and community support.”

Stephen Hawking - An English theoretical physicist, cosmologist, and mathematician.

“The reason why we say that humans have free will is because we can’t predict what they 

will become.”

Input 5: Being Human
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Religion, Patriarchy and Violence
Session Plan

1 Buzz and feedback: How does the Bible view women? (15 mins.)1 Buzz and feedback: How does the Bible view women? (15 mins.)

5
Group Work Exercise 1:
Church Leaders’ Perceptions of Women
 A. What do you think about the various statements
  on women? 
 B. How have they shaped gender relations in the Christian  
  context? 

(25mins.)

10
Group Work Exercise 2: Jesus and Women
Read either Mark 7: 24-30, the Syro-Phoenician Woman,
or John 4: 4-30, 39-42, the Woman at the Well.
 A. What does the story tell us about the way patriarchy   
  worked in this context?
 B. Is the patriarchal system challenged in the story?

(20mins.)

6 Feedback (15 mins.)

11 Feedback (15 mins.)

3 Plenary 1:
What do you know about the Creation stories in Genesis? (10 mins.)

2
Input 1: Patriarchal Relations in the Biblical World:
 From Pre-State to Monarchical Israel (10 mins.)

4 Input 2: Analysis of Genesis 2-3 in Context (15 mins.)

8 Input 3: Biblical Women who Survived Patriarchy (10 mins.)

12
Input 4: A Feminist Interpretation of Women’s Stories from 
the Christian Testament (15 mins.)

7 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

9
Plenary 2: Do Esther and Ruth challenge or conform
 to the patriarchy of their day? (15 mins.)
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• The monotheistic faiths – Judaism, Christianity and Islam – all developed in deeply 

patriarchal cultures in the Middle East.

• Exploration of sacred texts sheds light on this patriarchal context, affirmed as the natural 

order of mankind imposed by God himself. Critical voices from within the cultures challenge 

this worldview and critique patriarchy.

• As a foundational text in Western civilisation, the Bible has been, and continues to be, a 

significant shaper of religious and social attitudes about gender, race, ethnicity, class, and 

colonialism.

• To understand how the Bible reinforced or challenged gender stereotypes, and justified or 

critiqued violent gender relations, we need to explore key texts. These texts were produced 

in particular socio-economic and political contexts and structures very different from our 

own. 

• Israel was one of the tribal indigenous peoples of Canaan who emerged in the 13C to 12C 

BCE during the decline of the Egyptian empire and rise of independent city states. They were 

an agrarian people who cultivated the land for grain, wine, oil, and also kept animals.

• In contrast to the imperial system the tribe of Israel was linked by kin, was non-hierarchical, 

operated a minimum division of labour, and enjoyed a tributary-free economy, consuming 

whatever they produced in the highland region of Canaan. They were unified by their 

worship of Yahweh.

• Women held crucial positions in pre-state Israel, in food production and preparation, as 

well as the general supervision of the family household. That said, the locus of power and 

authority within the household was patriarchal and resided with the oldest living male.

• Israel transitioned from a tribal confederation headed by twelve men descended from 

the patriarch, Jacob, to a kingship model under David in the 10C BCE. His son, Solomon, 

introduced a native-tributary model of production, where the king taxed his subjects to 

support the cost of running the kingdom and supporting the state apparatus.

• David had forestalled the extraction of taxes from Israelites through foreign conquests and 

taxation of non-Israelite land in Canaan.

• Solomon required more monies for his extensive building projects. As well as taxing 

Israelites, Solomon introduced forced labour of non-Israelites. He also promoted a luxurious 

court lifestyle for the wealthy.  

• If an Israelite family could not meet their tax payment because of crop failure or war with 

surrounding peoples, like the Philistines and Amalekites, credit was given at high interest 

rates resulting in an endless cycle of debts and loss of ancestral land to the state.

Input 1: Patriarchal Relations in the Biblical World:
From Pre-state to Monarchial Israel
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• Individual prophets who recalled the communitarian ideals of a pre-state existence protested 

the tax-debt system destroying the livelihoods of the peasant population. But their challenge 

often fell on deaf ears and Israel struggled under imperial encroachments from outside and 

internal divisions from within.

• But what of women’s experiences and gender relations in the pre-state and kingship models 

of community?

• The paterfamilias (male head of household) owned the goods and resources within the 

household and passed his assets onto his eldest son, as custom dictated. A husband had 

authority over his wife, and brothers had authority over sisters. Once sons reached manhood 

they had authority over all the women in the house.

• A father used the marriages of daughters to forge or strengthen alliances with other family 

households, and a new wife only became a full member of her husband’s household when 

she bore a son. Her new household could be a hostile environment if co-wives were present 

vying for the husband’s love and attention.

• In pre-state Israel’s labour-intensive agrarian society the birth of children was necessary 

for survival, with sons being especially valued as they added to the household, whereas 

daughters married into other households. A wife’s primary contribution, therefore, was her 

sexual fertility.

• In an honour-shame culture that supported a male ideology, honour was ascribed by age, 

gender, kinship ties, and acquired by moral behaviour and military prowess. Shame was 

avoided by guarding one’s reputation.

• Individual causes of shamefulness differed according to gender. For men dishonour could be 

incurred by military disgrace, sinfulness, personal humiliation or embarrassment and idolatry. 

• Women were disgraced in their lack of a man’s name, their barrenness, lack of respect and 

deference shown to their husbands or fathers, immodesty, and, worst of all, adultery.

• In a monarchical system the family household gradually lost its power and authority as the 

primary socio-economic units and power shifted to the state, with its male king, and male 

political and religious bureaucracies. 

• With the establishment of a monarchical state relations within the home became more 

hierarchical. Laws were written to regulate sexual relations and reinforce the patriarchal 

control of the state. 

• They became known as the Deuteronomic Code. The laws forbade filial disrespect (Deut. 

21: 18-21), dealt with accusations of female un-chastity (Deut. 22: 13-21), punished sexual 

deviance, including adultery (Deut. 22: 22-24) and rape (Deut. 22: 25-29).

Input 1: Patriarchal Relations in the Biblical World:
From Pre-state to Monarchial Israel
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• Women no longer answered to one man, they answered to many men.     

• Genesis chaps. 2 and 3 were written during the monarchical period of Israelite history with 

its patriarchal, hierarchical and socially stratified state and oppressive taxation system. It sets 

out to justify the socio-political arrangements as having divine origin.

Input 1: Patriarchal Relations in the Biblical World:
From Pre-state to Monarchial Israel
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• In the table that follows, read the column Israel under King Solomon first and then the 

column outlining the Creation Myth and note how monarchy influenced the writing and 

interpretation of the Genesis account.  

Input 2: Reading Genesis 2-3 in Context

Analysis of Genesis 2-3
 - Creation Myth

Israel under King Solomon 
who reigned circa 970-931 BCE

Yahweh Solomon

Brings order out of chaos –creating the world. Restructures 12 tribes into unified state of Israel.

God is superior to humans. King is superior to his subjects.

Humans dependent on God to provide. Israelites are dependent on king to provide.

In Eden fertility and prosperity co-exist as signs of 
God’s power.

In the state of Israel abundance and prosperity are 
sign of king’s greatness.

God prohibits humans eating from tree of knowledge. 
Eating its fruit will bring death. Only God is wise. 

Solomon and ruling elite have a monopoly on wisdom. 
If peasants gain wisdom of state and its structures it 
poses a threat to status quo.

God creates a helpmate for man, which man names, 
indicating his superiority.

In the state women’s role is to serve men and provide 
children. 

Told man abandons father and mother and clings to 
wife. 

A man forsakes his family and forms a nuclear family 
with his wife, which owes allegiance not to kin but 
state. 

Snake describes God as unreasonable and oppressive. Those out to destroy the state accuse king of being 
a controlling and violent leader. But king acts for 
greater good.

The woman is tempted by the snake and shares the 
forbidden fruit with the man.

Within Israel women most susceptible to believing 
lies about the king. They threaten the existing order.

Couple feel shame at nakedness and hide from God. Lack of faith in ruler’s goodness, justice and wisdom is 
shameful.

Actions cause rift in divine human relations. Actions cause rift in king / subjects relations.

Woman punished – will experience pain of childbirth. Because of the danger women represent to state and 
family stirring discontent and bringing shame, must 
be controlled. 

After fall man named wife Eve (Mother of the living). 
She is defined according to reproductive capacity.

As king rules over his subject the husband will 
rule over his wife to ensure she fulfils domestic / 
reproductive role. 

Woman will wrongfully seek to control her husband 
resulting in conflict between husband and wife.

Gender conflict displaces and obscures class conflict. 
Diverts attention from elites’ abuse of subject class.
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Group Work Exercise 1:
Church Leaders Perceptions of Women

1. You are the devil’s gateway. You are the unsealer of that forbidden tree. You are the first 

deserter of that divine law. You are she who persuaded him who the devil was not valiant 

enough to attack. You destroyed so easily God’s image, man. On account of your desert, 

that is death, even the Son of God had to die.

Tertullian (155-240 CE) 

Early Church Father from Carthage, North Africa.

2. This punishment too springs from original sin; and the woman bears it just as unwillingly 

as she bears those pains and inconveniences which have been placed upon her flesh. The 

rule remains with the husband, and the wife is compelled to obey him by God’s command. 

He rules the home and the State, wages war, defends his possessions, tills the soil, builds, 

plants etc. The woman, on the other hand, is like a nail driven into the wall. She sits at 

home…the wife should stay at home and look after the affairs of the household as one who 

has been deprived of the ability of administering those affairs that are outside and concern 

the State. In this way Eve is punished.

Martin Luther (1483-1546 CE)

Taken from Lectures on Genesis.

3. The man is set over the woman (women are to be subject to their husbands) in chaste and 

faithful obedience, not for the satisfaction of lust but for the procreation of the human race 

and for life together in the family.

    Pope Leo X111 (1885 CE)

1. The rightful opposition of women to what is expressed in the biblical words “He shall 

rule over you” (Gen 3:16) must not under any condition lead to the “masculinization” of 

women. In the name of liberation from male “domination”, women must not appropriate to 

themselves male characteristics contrary to their own feminine “originality”.

Pope (St.) John Paul 2

Mulieris Dignitatem (1988)

Questions for discussion: 

  A. What do you think about the various statements on women? 

  B. How have they shaped gender relations in the Christian context? 
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Input 3: Biblical Women who Survived Patriarchy

The Story of Esther:

• The book of Esther speaks to the plight of the Hebrew people in exile and is set in the Persian 

court. It is a work of historical fiction written in the late Persian, early Hellenistic period, and is 

post exile (4C BCE).

• The story begins with a party thrown by the Persian king, Ahasuerus, to impress the court with 

his wealth in an attempt to disguise his insecurity, and consolidate his power over the social 

order by humiliating lesser individuals.

• On the 7th day of the party the king commands that the queen, Vashti, be brought before him 

wearing the royal crown. But she refuses to be his trophy and does not appear. Enraged at her 

disobedience he banishes her. 

• Esther who, like Vashti, is beautiful is recruited to join the king’s harem. When her turn comes 

to sleep with Ahasuerus he falls in love with her and makes her his queen. All the while Esther 

keeps her Jewish identity secret.

• Esther’s cousin, Mordecai, becomes involved in a power struggle with the descendant of an 

ancient enemy of Israel, Haman the Agagite. When Mordecai refuses to bow down to Haman, 

who is the king’s deputy, Haman is so angry he vows to get rid of all the Jews. He gets the king’s 

permission to write a royal decree to destroy ‘a certain people [who] do not keep the king’s 

laws’. 

• On discovery of Haman’s plot Mordecai rushes to the palace to inform Esther. He advises her 

to go to the king to plead for the Jews but Esther responds that she cannot approach the king 

without his invitation as if he is displeased he will have her put to death.

• Mordecai insists, “Do you think that in the king’s palace you will escape any more than all the 

other Jews. For if you keep silence at such a time as this, relief and deliverance will rise for the 

Jews from another quarter, but you and your father’s family will perish. Who knows? Perhaps 

you have come to royal dignity for such a time as this.” (Esther 4: 13-14)

• Esther puts on her royal robes and stands at the inner court of the king’s palace. The king sees 

her and, pleased at how she looks, bids her come in. She then invites the king and Haman to a 

banquet that evening.

•  At the banquet the king asks her what she wants, and she invites them to yet another banquet 

the following evening.

• Unable to sleep the king reads the record books and is reminded of how Mordecai had saved 

his life by discovering an assassination plot. So he asks Haman how he should honour someone, 

and Haman thinking the king is referring to himself, suggests lavish ceremonies. He is mortified 

to discover the recipient is his enemy, Mordecai and he is to carry out the honours.
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• At the second banquet Esther reveals her identity as a Jew and niece of Mordecai’s and 

tells the king how Haman has planned the destruction of her people. The king is enraged at 

Haman’s duplicity.

• On the king’s orders Haman is sentenced to die on the gallows he has built for Mordecai. 

A new edict is sent out under the king’s seal, which allows the Jews to defend themselves 

against their attackers.

• Mordecai is promoted to grand vizier, and power is now in the hands of Esther. The king is 

obedient to the will and wish of the Jewish queen.

• According to this book, Esther is a model for successful conduct in life in the uncertain 

exilic world. By accepting the reality of a subordinate position, and learning to gain power 

within the structure, rather than against it, she succeeds in saving her people and gaining 

access to power. 

• When Esther dresses in her royal robes she appears before the king not for show but 

for action, not as the king’s possession but as a self- possessed person. In the end she 

persuades the king to appear at her banquet and fulfil her agenda.

• Esther is a heroine in a patriarchal world who subverts the system from within. If she 

rejects it she will go the way of Vashti; her only option to save herself and her people is to 

use it for her own ends.  

The Story of Ruth:

• The book of Ruth is also a piece of historical fiction set in the time of the Judges (11C BCE) 

but written during the return from exile (6C to 5C BCE). The political situation addressed 

by the book is post exilic, when Babylonian exiles had returned to Jerusalem following the 

edict of Cyrus the Persian leader in 538 BCE.

• The difficult task of rebuilding Jerusalem and the community creates huge tensions. Those 

residing in Jerusalem include returning exiles, Jews who had been permitted to remain 

among the ruins in 587 BCE, and the foreigners they had married and had families with.  

• Some wanted an ethnically pure community, which excluded foreigners along with those 

who had not been in exile. According to this view only exilic Jews were true Jews. Others 

wanted an inclusive community in which the temple would be ‘a house of prayer for all the 

nations’.

• The critique of exclusivity and plea for a more inclusive society is part of the book of Ruth’s 

agenda.

• Ruth is a Moabite who had married a Judean immigrant in Moab but after his death she 

travels to Bethlehem with her mother-in-law, Naomi and becomes a Moabite immigrant.
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• The Moabites were hated enemies with a permanent exclusion order placed on them by 

Israelites, as Moabite women were blamed for corrupting Israelite men (Deut. 23: 3). This 

exclusion was reaffirmed at the time the book was written.

• Ruth commits herself to an old woman where life depends upon men. She is a woman 

without male protection and economic resources in a patriarchal world.

• Ruth meets Boaz, a relative of Naomi, as she gleans in his field so that she can find 

sustenance for herself and Naomi. He praises her loyalty to Naomi.

• Boaz, a prominent, wealthy landowner, is generous with Ruth, giving her three measures 

of barley. Naomi tells Ruth to present herself to Boaz where he is sleeping and seduce him. 

Boaz praises Ruth for choosing him rather than a younger man.

• The law of levirate is applied to Ruth, a Moabite. The law allowed an Israelite widow 

without heirs to marry and produce an heir with her deceased husband’s brother. The 

custom was intended to preserve Israelite families and property.

• Boaz works out the legal arrangements for redeeming a field of Naomi’s and marrying 

Ruth. His marriage to Ruth means Naomi may have an heir to whom the piece of land 

would ultimately revert.

• A son, Obed, is born, who according to the story becomes the grandfather of King David. 

In a male world Ruth fulfils the traditional values of fertility and the continuation of male 

lineage.

• The story ends with the women of Bethlehem exalting Ruth above the ideal number of 

male children (7 sons).

• Faced with cultural exclusivity Ruth works the patriarchal system to save herself and her 

mother-in-law and create a future for them both.

• The book reminds the Jewish and non-Jewish community in post exilic Jerusalem that a 

non-Israelite can become part of Israel through marriage, and that women can survive in a 

patriarchal world by taking initiative, working together, and utilising those structures that 

can provide them with social advantage.

• Ruth like Esther works within the patriarchal system to challenge and survive it. This is the 

only path open to her to subvert it.  
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Read either Mark 7: 24-30 on the Syro-Phoenician Woman, or John 4: 4-30, 39-42 on the 

Woman at the Well.

 A. What does the story tell us about the way patriarchy worked in this context?

 B.  Is the patriarchal system challenged in the story?

Mark 7:24-30 (NRSV) – The Syro-Phoenician Woman’s Faith

24 From there he set out and went away to the region of Tyre. He entered a house and did not 

want anyone to know he was there. Yet he could not escape notice, 25 but a woman whose 

little daughter had an unclean spirit immediately heard about him, and she came and bowed 

down at his feet. 26 Now the woman was a Gentile, of Syro-Phoenician origin. She begged him 

to cast the demon out of her daughter. 27 He said to her, “Let the children be fed first, for it is 

not fair to take the children’s food and throw it to the dogs.” 28 But she answered him, “Sir, even 

the dogs under the table eat the children’s crumbs.” 29 Then he said to her, “For saying that, you 

may go—the demon has left your daughter.” 30 So she went home, found the child lying on the 

bed, and the demon gone.

John 4: 4-30, 39-42 (NRSV) – The Woman at the Well

4 But he had to go through Samaria. 5 So he came to a Samaritan city called Sychar, near the 

plot of ground that Jacob had given to his son Joseph. 6 Jacob’s well was there, and Jesus, tired 

out by his journey, was sitting by the well. It was about noon. 

7 A Samaritan woman came to draw water, and Jesus said to her, ‘Give me a drink’. 8 (His 

disciples had gone to the city to buy food.) 9 The Samaritan woman said to him, ‘How is it that 

you, a Jew, ask a drink of me, a woman of Samaria?’ (Jews do not share things in common with 

Samaritans.)* 10 Jesus answered her, ‘If you knew the gift of God, and who it is that is saying to 

you, “Give me a drink”, you would have asked him, and he would have given you living water.’
11 The woman said to him, ‘Sir, you have no bucket, and the well is deep. Where do you get that 

living water? 12 Are you greater than our ancestor Jacob, who gave us the well, and with his 

sons and his flocks drank from it?’ 13 Jesus said to her, ‘Everyone who drinks of this water will 

be thirsty again, 14 but those who drink of the water that I will give them will never be thirsty. 

The water that I will give will become in them a spring of water gushing up to eternal life.’
15 The woman said to him, ‘Sir, give me this water, so that I may never be thirsty or have to keep 

coming here to draw water.’ 
16 Jesus said to her, ‘Go, call your husband, and come back.’ 17 The woman answered him, ‘I have 

no husband.’ Jesus said to her, ‘You are right in saying, “I have no husband”; 18 for you have had 

five husbands, and the one you have now is not your husband. What you have said is true!’
19 The woman said to him, ‘Sir, I see that you are a prophet. 20 Our ancestors worshipped on 

this mountain, but you* say that the place where people must worship is in Jerusalem.’ 21 Jesus 
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said to her, ‘Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when you will worship the Father neither 

on this mountain nor in Jerusalem. 22 You worship what you do not know; we worship what we 

know, for salvation is from the Jews. 23 But the hour is coming, and is now here, when the true 

worshippers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for the Father seeks such as these to 

worship him. 24 God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in spirit and truth.’
25 The woman said to him, ‘I know that Messiah is coming’ (who is called Christ). ‘When he 

comes, he will proclaim all things to us.’ 26 Jesus said to her, ‘I am he,* the one who is speaking to 

you.’ 

27 Just then his disciples came. They were astonished that he was speaking with a woman, but 

no one said, ‘What do you want?’ or, ‘Why are you speaking with her?’ 28 Then the woman left 

her water-jar and went back to the city. She said to the people, 29 ‘Come and see a man who 

told me everything I have ever done! He cannot be the Messiah,* can he?’ 30 They left the city 

and were on their way to him.

39 Many Samaritans from that city believed in him because of the woman’s testimony, ‘He told 

me everything I have ever done.’ 40 So when the Samaritans came to him, they asked him to 

stay with them; and he stayed there for two days. 41 And many more believed because of his 

word. 42 They said to the woman, ‘It is no longer because of what you said that we believe, for 

we have heard for ourselves, and we know that this is truly the Saviour of the world.’ 
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1. The Syro-Phoenician Woman: 

• A patriarchal reading of the text has depicted this Gentile woman as insensitive to Jesus’ 

need to rest and escape the crowd (Mk.) 

• What do patriarchal interpretations make of Jesus’ unfavourable response to her request 

to heal her daughter?

 — Jesus was not insulting her but testing her faith?

 — Jesus was underlining her status as a cultural, religious and ethnic outsider, and the fact 

that his mission was first to the Jews.

 — A Syro-Phoenician, she was representative of the urban class who benefitted from the 

political and economic policies that impoverished the Jewish peasantry on the land. 

Jesus used the opportunity to emphasise that the poor were his priority.  

• Jesus’ decision to heal her daughter again is given the patriarchal treatment:

 — Jesus was teaching the crowd that great faith will be rewarded, irrespective of socio-

political and economic status.

 — Jesus uses this occasion to prepare the disciples for his mission to Gentiles.

• Patriarchal interpretation miss the radical and liberating dynamic in the story.

• Although the woman respects the primacy of the children of Israel, she nevertheless 

makes a theological argument against limiting Jesus’ discipleship to Israel alone. She has a 

vision of God and mission that is inclusive.

• That such an argument is placed in the mouth of a woman gives us a clue as to the historical 

leadership of women in opening up the Jesus Movement to Gentiles in the Markan 

community.

• Is there also a suggestion that with the threat of patriarchy encroaching the Gospel writers 

are reflecting the need for women to stand their ground and insist on their right to be 

heard?   

2. The Woman at the Well

• A patriarchal reading of this story situates the Samaritan woman in the role of sinner, or 

fallen woman. The interpretation goes that she has come to the well in the heat of the day 

because as a known sinner she chose this time to avoid meeting other women drawing 

water.

• The prevailing exegesis reads the life story of the Samaritan woman as a story of sexual 

voracity and instability. The interpretation rests on v. 18: “You have had five husbands, and 

the one you have now is not your husband”. She is, therefore, a sexually depraved woman 

who will lead men astray. And Jesus is the one who “convicts” her, and her way of life.
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• But the woman did not commit adultery. In the biblical context serial marriages of women 

are mentioned repeatedly, not as immoral but as legitimate within the framework of the 

Torah. 

• Mark 12: 18-27 reports a woman’s sevenfold levirate marriage. If a woman loses her 

husband before a son has been produced from the marriage then she and the husband’s 

next brother are obliged to marry in order to produce a son for the deceased husband. The 

Jewish term for this category of widow was yevamah.

• For women marriage was not merely the social norm but also an economic necessity. The 

possibilities for women to survive by wage labour were exceedingly meagre. The levirate 

law provided some means of reducing the number of unsupported widows. Thus we 

conclude that the Samaritan woman was obliged to marry repeatedly for economic and 

social reasons.

• A second category of widow in Judaism was the agunah. This was a woman whose marriage 

has ended or been suspended because of the death or disappearance of her husband, 

and there is no valid way of attesting his fate. For many widows in this situation the only 

solution was co-habiting.

• The Samaritan woman’s situation was so grave that she was forced to enter a non-

marital working and sexual relationship with a man without benefit of legal marriage 

and a contract (ketabuh), which specified the financial and legal obligations assumed by a 

husband toward his wife, and her domestic and sexual duties in the marriage. 

• Jesus does not disparage her conduct but twice affirms her own description of her present 

bad situation (4: 17-18).

• The story does not say the Samaritan woman gave Jesus water, but it presupposes that 

he drank from her bucket (v. 11, v 18). On account of his action she asks him who he is. 

According to Jewish purity regulations Jews were forbidden the use of drinking vessels 

belonging to pagan people.

• Jesus invites her to ask him for living water. Thus both ask for water, and both give one 

another water, and both are changed by this encounter. Jesus becomes the messiah of the 

Samaritan people, and the woman becomes a messenger of God who tells her Samaritan 

neighbours that Jesus is the Saviour of the world (v.42)

• This is a story about reconciliation and transformation and empowerment.

• The Samaritan woman cannot become a spring of living water if she continues to live in her 

dependence on a man who exploits her. The woman chooses to step free of her situation: “I 

have no husband” (v. 17). In this moment she makes the decision to become independent of 

this man and rejects the patriarchal system.
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• This story presupposes the reality of small Christian communities in which the woman 

finds a new community, and in which she can survive economically even as a single woman.

• For women in the Johannine community the Samaritan woman was a courageous example 

of someone who:

 — dared to break out of the situation of patriarchal oppression once and for all;

 — and placed herself in solidarity with a Jewish messiah in a time when even the smallest 

suspicion of Jewish messianism was punished with the death sentence by Roman 

authorities.
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Policing Women’s Sexuality for the Sake of Patriarchy’s Future
Session Plan

1 Buzz and Feedback:  Is sexuality a public or private matter? (15 mins.)

4 Feedback (15 mins.)

8 Feedback (15 mins.)

5 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

10 Plenary 1: Why is domestic violence against women so prevalent? (20 mins.)

2 Input 1: Policing Women’s Sexuality in Ireland (15 mins.)

6 Input 2: Marriage, Equality and the State (15 mins.)

9 Input 3: Domestic Violence: The Worst Excesses of Patriarchy (10 mins.)

3
Group Work Exercise 1: The X Case

 A. What does the X Case example suggest about the 
significance of international treaties?

 B. Should women and their bodies be free from state 
control?

(30 mins.)

7 Group Work Exercise 2:

 A. Can the institution of marriage be reformed to 
ensure true gender equality?

 B. Is allowing same-sex marriage a way of extending 
the control of a patriarchal state, or is it a sign that 
patriarchy is on the way out?

(30 mins.)
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Republic of Ireland

• Both Irish nationalism and unionism have traditionally been concerned to control women’s 

moral and sexual behaviour.

• Central to the Irish claim to independence in the early 20C was their difference from 

England, viewed as pagan and materialistic. In contrast Ireland was Roman Catholic and 

virtuous. Only pure women were wanted as mothers. To ensure this women’s sexuality had 

to be regulated and controlled.

• Historically Irish national identity had been linked to Catholicism. The 1922 and 1937 Irish 

Constitutions enshrined the patriarchal family as the cornerstone of the Free State and 

equated women with the home and motherhood.

• The ‘Mother Ireland’ motif, and the idea of the Virgin Mary as Queen of Ireland, 

symbolically connected women, nation, and purity. Women became the moral compass of 

the nation. Immorality was a political matter striking at the heart of Irish identity.

• Only virtuous women were wanted as mothers and to ensure this women’s sexuality had 

to be regulated and controlled by the state. Unmarried mothers and lesbians challenged 

the dominant ideal and were hidden from view and unprotected by law.

• The ‘sins’ of pre-marital sex and illegitimate pregnancy were female ‘sins’. Because society 

did not provide for vulnerable women, and families often rejected them because of the 

societal stigma, they had nowhere else to go but Magdalen homes and asylums.

• Women were reproducers of the nation. Contraceptives were prohibited as women’s duty 

was not to control their fertility, but to have numerous children and send at least some 

to populate ‘new’ lands and extend the influence of the Free State. Reproduction was a 

political act and family size a political concern.

• Many women, who for financial reasons had to work outside the home, would have chosen 

to limit the size of their families had they had the opportunity. But the reality of women’s 

lives did not impinge on the Irish political or religious male leaders. Women’s views and 

experiences were not taken account of in the debate on contraceptives.

• Contraceptives were prohibited in the Republic of Ireland from 1935. It was not until 1979 

that married couples could legally get contraceptives from the doctor, and access was 

extended in 1985 to those over eighteen. 

• A referendum on abortion, which had been illegal under the Offences against the 

Person Act (1861), took place in 1983. A 53% majority of the electorate voted for an 8th 

Amendment to the Irish Constitution stating that the right to life of the unborn was equal 

to the life of the mother. 

• There was also a prohibition on divorce until 1995.
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• In 2015 a successful campaign for same-sex marriage saw a change in the Irish 

Constitution.

• A referendum in the Republic of Ireland in May 2018 successfully repealed the 8th 

Amendment of the Constitution to liberalise Ireland’s abortion laws.

Northern Ireland

• In Northern Ireland during the ‘Troubles’ women became boundary markers representing 

both identity and difference in the community. With men imprisoned or on the run, in 

republican and loyalist areas, women took on public roles.  Women were responsible for 

protecting their family, and their own community. 

• However, as the weaker sex women were not fully trusted as community representatives. 

Consequently paramilitaries on both sides policed women’s behaviour. Any hint of 

infidelity, or of cross-community sexual liaisons, was severely punished.   

• State and church attitudes to contraception, abortion and divorce underlines the 

importance of family and reproduction to identity and cultural survival. The impact of 

multiple pregnancies, unwanted pregnancies, and breakdown of marriage on women’s 

physical and emotional well-being was not a primary concern.

• Bernadette McAliskey, a republican, accounted for the importance of family as the 

‘numbers game’ element of the conflict: “Unionists must ensure nationalists don’t 

outnumber them. On the other side what are we confined to do – out-breeding them? 

What are our choices? Either we shoot them or we out-breed them. There’s no politics 

here. It’s a numbers game”. (Quoted in Marian Duggan, Queering Conflict, p 69)

• Women’s sexuality has always been a political issue. As when Britain and Ireland during 

and after the World Wars called on women to do their bit by reproducing the nation; or 

when in 2011 a Belfast court handed down a suspended sentence to a 21 year old who had 

been reported by her flatmates for using abortion pills. 

• The importance of fundamentalist religious values in Northern Ireland has resulted in 

resistance to policy changes around issues such as abortion and gay rights. 

• Sinn Fein is supportive of gay marriage and the liberalisation of abortion law in both the 

Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, following the May 2018 referendum vote to 

legalise the procedure. Sinn Fein had previously supported abortion only in cases of rape, 

incest, or fatal foetal abnormality.   

• The DUP have repeatedly blocked legislation on gay rights and abortion through the 

‘Petition of Concern’ voting mechanism. Their mind-set tends towards being theocratic.
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(Adapted from “Death of a Nation: Transnationalism, bodies and abortion in late 20th C Ireland,” by Angela K. Martin in 
Gender Ironies of Nationalism: Sexing the Nation, ed. Tamar Mayer, pp 71, 75).

In 1992 the X Case challenged public perception of abortion in the Republic of Ireland. This 

case involved a 14 year old girl who had been raped by the father of a school-mate and had 

become pregnant. The officials investigating the case learned that ‘Miss X’ was planning 

to travel to England for an abortion, at which point the Attorney General of Ireland filed 

in the courts to prohibit her from travelling. The agents of the state reasoned that the 8th 

Amendment to the Irish Constitution, ‘known as the right to life amendment’ prohibiting 

abortion in the Republic unless the mother’s life was in danger, and ratified by public 

referendum in 1986, applied to Irish women wherever they might be. Thus, if the state became 

aware that an Irish woman is travelling elsewhere for an abortion, she may be prohibited from 

travelling. The X Case was tied up in the courts for some time. Shortly before it would have 

been too late in her pregnancy for Miss X to obtain a legal abortion in England, the Irish High 

Court ruled that she could travel. The ruling came only after Miss X’s attorneys convinced 

the court she would commit suicide if she was denied permission to travel. The Abortion 

Referendum in November 1992, in the wake of this public case, contained 3 clauses:

 1. On the right to life of the unborn.

 2. The right to travel from Ireland to have an abortion.

 3. On the right to secure information and counselling about abortion in Ireland.

While the possibility of abortion, except where the life of the mother was in danger was 

rejected, the right to travel and obtain information were accepted and later enshrined in the 

13th and 14th amendments to the Constitution. 

The X Case set the stage for the 1992 Maastricht Treaty debate that occurred after the 

abortion referendum. The ratification of the Maastricht Treaty was strongly opposed by 

conservatives in Ireland, primarily on the grounds that the Treaty would make it easier for 

EU Courts to pass and implement judgements on Irish moral issues. The fears were not 

totally unfounded for the EU Court was already in the process of reviewing Irish laws which 

criminalised various homosexual acts. In Ireland, therefore, Maastricht was debated almost 

exclusively on the basis of the perceived impact it would have on the ‘Right to life’ amendment. 

Each EU country considering ratification of Maastricht had the right to attach ‘special 

protocols’ or protection clauses to the text of the Treaty before approving it. In Ireland the 

only protocol attached was one protecting the ‘Right to life’ amendment.

In your group discuss: A) What does the X Case example suggest about the significance of 

international treaties? B) Should women and their bodies be free from state control?
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• French philosopher and social scientist, Michel Foucault (1926-84) studied the nature of 

power relations in society. He asked the question does power operate mainly through 

repression (forced to act in a certain way), or through permission (encouragement to act in 

a certain way)?

• He concluded that we enjoy receiving permission and resent being prohibited from doing 

things. We are, therefore, less likely to rebel against permission than repression.

• In the 21C there has been an increase in various countries around the world giving 

legislative support for same-sex marriage – Netherlands (2001), Belgium (2003), Spain 

(2005), S. Africa (2006), Norway and Sweden (2009), Brazil and France (2013), UK 

(excluding NI,  2014), US and Ireland (2015), Malta, France and Germany (2017).

• A state can take three possible policy approaches toward marriage:

 1. Recognise only marriages between a man and a woman.

 2. Recognise same-sex and opposite sex marriages.

 3. Don’t recognise marriage of any kind but leave this role to private associations

A. Gay Marriage: An Equality Issue    

• Some believe the debate over same-sex marriage is fundamentally a debate about whether 

gay and lesbian unions are worthy of the honour and recognition that in our society state 

sanctioned marriage confers.

• Proponents of gay marriage complain that restricting marriage to heterosexuals is a form 

of discrimination. Opponents claim that if the state sanctions gay marriage it goes beyond 

tolerating homosexuality to endorsing it by giving it a government stamp of approval.

• Margaret Marshall, Chief Justice of the Massachusetts Supreme Court, in a same sex 

marriage case (2003) considered the case from a moral point of view that took account of 

the religious disagreement the subject provoked.

• Marshall argued the following:

 a. The issue is the right of the plaintiffs to marry their chosen partner.

 b. The real issue in the same-sex marriage debate is not freedom of choice but whether 

same-sex unions are worthy of honour and recognition by the community – whether 

they fulfil the purpose of the social institution of marriage. It is a matter of social 

recognition.

 c. Rather than abolish state sanctioned marriage, Marshall argued for expanding the 

traditional definition of marriage to include partners of the same sex.
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• Many opponents of same-sex marriage claim that the primary purpose of marriage is 

procreation. As same sex couples are unable to procreate on their own they do not have a 

right to marry.

• Marshall offered a rival interpretation of marriage. The essence of marriage is not 

procreation (a patriarchal perspective) but an exclusive, loving commitment between two 

partners – irrespective of sexuality.

• Marshall showed that marriage, as currently practiced and regulated by the state, does not 

require the ability to procreate. Heterosexual couples who apply for a marriage licence are 

not asked about their ability or intention to conceive children. Fertility is not a condition 

of marriage, nor is it grounds for divorce. People who cannot stir from their death bed can 

marry.

• What counts as the purpose of marriage partly depends on what qualities we think 

marriage should celebrate and affirm. Rejecting a patriarchal definition of marriage for one 

that affirms exclusive loving commitment, and which rejects attempts to claim superiority 

of heterosexual relationships over same-sex relationships is liberating for all.

• Marriage is a constantly evolving legal and social institution. Its essential features are not 

fixed in history and therefore it is open to reform, as the legislation on same-sex marriage 

demonstrates. 

• Extending benefits associated with marriage to same-sex couples has reinforced marriage 

as the ideal legitimate form of immediate family.

• Theresa May backing the campaign for the introduction of same-sex marriage in Northern 

Ireland said she wanted all “British citizens to enjoy the fullest freedoms and protections. 

That includes equal marriage – because marriage should be for everyone, regardless of 

their sexuality”. 

B. Is Equality in Marriage Possible?

• Those who believe marriage is a patriarchal institution argue that instead of seeking 

to conform to it gay couples have an opportunity to model a more egalitarian form of 

cohabitation.

• Most married women work outside the home but many work part-time, or sacrifice 

career opportunities to support their husband’s career, or give more energy to domestic 

responsibilities. Marriage does not legally require that wives take on gendered homemaker 

roles. Gendered spousal roles are maintained through social pressures and expectations 

rather than legal prescription.
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• Therefore, gendered inequalities continue to exist within marriage:

 — Although statistics in the UK indicate a significant increase in dual-income families the 

division of labour within the family has remained relatively unchanged.

 — A longitudinal study of British households saw almost no change in the uneven 

distribution of chores between 1994 and 2012.

 — Although housework done by men has increased, and men do four times more 

housework in this century than in 1942, it still amounts to less than half that done by 

women.

 — This workload exacerbated when married women became pregnant as childcare is 

added to their duties within the home.

 — The gender pay gap in wages, with women earning on average 83p for every £1 of a 

man’s income, becomes more uneven when a couple become parents. 

 — According to a Trade Union Congress (TUC) study carried out in 2016 based on 17,000 

workers in Britain aged 42, fathers working full-time with one child get a 21% wage 

bonus, and those with two children earned 9% more.  

 — Full-time working mothers of the same age saw a “wage penalty”, earning 11% less than 

their childless colleagues. 

 — The imbalance in economic power within the family often affords men greater decision-

making power when it comes to money matters.

 — The state’s rolling back of public provisions, such as welfare benefits, elderly care, and 

state funded childcare, will put greater pressure on the family, and women in particular, 

to discharge the increasing care burden.

• Those that hold equality in marriage is an impossibility because of its patriarchal nature 

suggest that more energy needs to go into critiquing marriage as an institution than 

advocating for same sex marriage and wholesale acceptance of the institution. 

C. The Equality Position of Married persons, Civil partners and Unmarried couples

• Civil partners have equal treatment to married couples in a wide range of legal matters, 

including:

 — tax, including inheritance tax;

 — employment benefits;

 — most state and occupational pension benefits;

 — income-related benefits, tax credits and child support;

 — duty to provide reasonable maintenance for your civil partner and any children of the 

family;

 — ability to apply for parental responsibility for your civil partner’s child;

 — inheritance of a tenancy agreement;

 — recognition under intestacy rules (if one of the partners dies without leaving a will);
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 — access to fatal accidents compensation;

 — protection from domestic violence;

 — and recognition for immigration and nationality purposes.

• Most people think that after they’ve been living with their partner for a couple of years, 

they become ‘common law husband and wife’ with the same rights as married couples. This 

is not the case. There is no such thing as ‘common law marriage’. Co-habitants have hardly 

any of the same rights as married couples or civil partners.

• It might be argued that to treat married and unmarried people’s family rights and 

responsibilities differently amounts to discrimination of their rights. Baroness Hale, writing 

extra-judicially, has argued that the law needs to protect cohabitants from inequality: 

“Intimate domestic relationships frequently bring with them inequalities, especially if 

there are children. They compromise the parties’ respective economic positions, often 

irreparably. This inequality is sometimes compounded by domestic ill-treatment.” 

D. UK Government and Marriage

• Why is it that the Government, through public statements and policies, wants to 

encourage marriage and civil partnership? 

 1. Lord Hoffmann has declared: ‘The state is entitled to take the view that marriage is a 

very important institution and that in general it is better for children to be brought up by 

parents who are married to each other than by those who are not.’ It has been suggested 

that marriage makes a couple wealthier, happier and healthier. These arguments are all 

hard to prove either way.  

 2. The Conservative Party’s Centre for Social Justice wants to strengthen the institution 

of marriage to help more marriages to succeed. It claims that those children not in two-

parent families are more likely to: fail at school, be a drug addict, have an alcohol problem, 

have serious debt problems and experience unemployment/welfare dependency. 

This claim is controversial. The Labour Party has stated that many lone parents and 

unmarried couples raise their children every bit as successfully as married parents. 

 3. The state supports marriage and civil partnerships for economic reasons. If a person 

falls ill, or becomes unemployed, and so no longer has an income, then the financial 

responsibility is likely to fall on the state if that person is single, whereas spouses or civil 

partners would depend on each other. 
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Input 3: Domestic Violence: The Worst Excesses of Patriarchy

1. In Northern Ireland police statistics show a dramatic increase in domestic violence since 

2004 / 2005. In the twelve months to 30 June 2017: 

 — Just under 30,000 incidents of domestic abuse were recorded, the highest level since 

reporting was introduced almost 20 years ago.   

 — 13,873 were deemed criminal offences, the 3rd highest level since 2004/2005. 

 — Women’s Aid have stated that 2 women are killed by their partner or ex-partner every 

week in the UK. 

 — Reports of sexual offences is also at its highest level, rising by 4% on last year to 3,158. 

 — Nexus NI, a sexual abuse counselling organisation, indicates that many incidents of 

sexual abuse were never reported to the police and that the latest figure is a gross 

under-reporting.  

 — There has been an increase in referrals to Nexus NI in the last year, and of their clients 

around 79% are female and 21% are male.

 — The Queen’s Speech opening Parliament in 2017 indicated there would be changes to 

the law via the introduction to Northern Ireland of the Domestic Violence and Abuse 

Bill, and the establishment of a Domestic Violence and Abuse Commissioner to stand 

up for victims and survivors and monitor the response of the authorities.

 — In 2005 Westminster passed laws in relation to England and Wales against “controlling 

or coercive behaviour in an intimate or family relationship” which is punishable by up to 

five years in prison.

 — The Scottish parliament is in the process of passing a domestic abuse Bill that criminalises 

physical and psychological abuse of partners or ex-partners. Offenders face a sentence 

of up to 14 years. The Scottish legislation defines partner as “spouses or civil partners, 

people living together as if spouses or people in an intimate personal relationship with 

each other”.

2. In the Republic of Ireland, which has a higher population than Northern Ireland, concern 

has been expressed at the much lower figures for domestic abuse, 5,000 for 2016, 

indicating that gardaí mechanisms for recording abuse are inadequate.

 — In 2014, a cross-party committee in the Republic of Ireland recommended that a 

specific offence of domestic abuse be created which would include both physical and 

psychological abuse within a relationship.

 — In May 2017 the Minister for Justice, Frances Fitzgerald, confirmed that forthcoming 

domestic violence legislation will not make abuse of a partner or spouse a specific 

offence.
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 — Women’s Rights groups say that labelling abuse within a relationship as a distinct crime 

would send a message to society that the issue is being taken seriously. It would also 

allow non-physical abuse such as coercive and controlling behaviour to be treated as a 

criminal offence.

 — A 2017 survey by Safe Ireland, which oversees women’s refuges, stated that 90% of 

domestic abuse victims had suffered physical abuse, 43% sexual abuse, 98% emotional/

verbal abuse and 78% had received threats on their life. The Safe Ireland report stated 

that some women found that gardaí “seemed to trivialise domestic violence”.

 — The director of the National Women’s Council of Ireland, Orla O’Connor, said “it would 

give out a very strong message to society in terms of taking this issue much more 

seriously and seeing it as a criminal issue rather than a civil issue”.
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Patriarchy, Militarism and Para-militarism: The Irish Context 
Session Plan

1
Buzz and Feedback: Are women more inclined to be 
peacemakers and men more inclined to violence and war? (15 mins.)

4 Feedback (15 mins.)

8 Feedback (15 mins.)

6 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

10 Plenary 1: How can armed patriarchy be decommissioned culturally, 
politically and educationally? (15 mins.)

2 Input 1: Patriarchal Identities: A Hangover from Conflict (15 mins.)

5 Input 2: Women and Militarism (15 mins.)

9 Input 3: Women as Republican and Loyalist Paramilitaries (15 mins.)

3
Group Work Exercise 1:

Gender Relations and Gender Violence

 A. What do the above statements suggest about the 
nature and impact of gender identities in Northern 
Ireland on men and women?

(30 mins.)

7 Group Work Exercise 2: Women’s Experiences within 

Paramilitaries in Northern Ireland

 A. Why did some of the women who joined 
paramilitaries think it would further gender equality? 

 B. What does their experience suggest?

(30 mins.)
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Input 1: Patriarchal Identities: A Hangover from Conflict

• Our gender identity is continually being constructed, contested, and negotiated in 

particular socio-political, economic and social contexts.

• The Free State and Northern Ireland were both born out of contexts of violence, both 

state and paramilitary. Militarism reared its head again in Northern Ireland in the latter 

part of the 20C. As such, militarism formed an important component of male identity.

• The World Wars, the Easter Rising, the War of Independence and Civil War in Ireland and 

the sectarian violence that followed from Partition, and erupted again in 1969 in Northern 

Ireland, required of men physical strength, action, toughness and a capacity for violence.

• Muscular national identities, i.e. republican and loyalist, were linked to armed masculinity – 

the dominant belief was that real men defended and protected the nation.

• In the context of ‘The Troubles’ working class communities bore the brunt of the violence. 

Declining heavy industries were replaced by service industries from the 1970s in Northern 

Ireland resulting in high levels of unemployment in these same communities.

•  This prompted a crisis in male self -identity. ‘The Troubles’ gave men a new identity as 

‘defenders’ of their ethno-national group in the communal and formal political arenas. 

• Women found themselves side-lined and became secondary actors in the ensuing conflict. 

However, their community activism on behalf of their families and neighbourhood 

politicised women and pushed them to learn the language of public relations and 

community development.

• Women who transgressed their gendered role and became involved in paramilitary 

violence were viewed with unease. They challenged the patriarchal ideology of the male 

protector and the perception of women as needing protection.

• One former IRA female activist recalls the different experiences of men and women who 

had served time. 

“The people here definitely view us differently than they do the men. For instance there is 

always a big party for a man when he gets out of prison. A hero’s return. I didn’t have such 

a welcome home. It was as if ‘Thank Jesus that’s over, now I can get my dinner on the table’. 

They also look at us differently than other women. First off, if we were in prison we weren’t 

having wee ones, which is what we were supposed to be doing. I think if my husband could 

have got me pregnant in jail he would have, because that was what he was supposed to be 

doing. A lot of men think I’m wild because I did my whack, because women aren’t supposed 

to be doing the same thing that men are in this war.”

(Sikata Banerjee, Muscular Nationalism: Gender, Violence and Empire in India and Ireland, 1914-2004, 2012, pp 124-125.}
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• The three Provisional Irish Republican Army (PIRA) women who went on hunger strike as a 

political act of protest were copying the suffragettes in Ireland who first used this strategy to 

challenge those who opposed giving the vote to women. According to Martina Anderson when 

PIRA men went on hunger strike for a second time  the women were ordered to come off it. 

There was a fear within republicanism that women’s involvement in the hunger strike would 

feminise the act, and the men on it, thus weakening its symbolism and reducing its religio-

political and social impact. 

• The hunger strikes appealed to republican and Catholic ideologies of sacrifice for the greater 

good and suffering leading to martyrdom. Within this framework the ideology of masculinity 

was extended to include a different type of bravery tempered by idealism and determination. 

Victimhood was being redefined as ultimate moral courage in the face of an intransigent enemy.

• As well as defending their neighbourhoods paramilitary men policed them and doled out 

punishments for anti-social behaviour. Young men were knee-capped or exiled, and young 

women were tarred and feathered.

• With the ceasefires and 1998 Belfast Agreement a process of demilitarisation took place that 

was confined to handing over a cache of weapons. Militarised mind-sets and identities went 

unchallenged. Instead the focus was on finding ‘jobs for the lads’ as they reintegrated into 

community, often assuming key roles in the community development sector.

• The cost of the ‘Troubles’ in men’s lives in terms of trauma, depression, alcohol, drug addiction 

and suicide, took a toll on the immediate family, and women in particular. Women who had 

‘headed up’ families in the absence of men also struggled to adapt to the changing context. The 

tensions and clashes too easily spilled over into violence.

• In working class areas in particular, continuing unemployment, poverty and a poor academic 

record, differently impacted young men and women. The traditional role of men as breadwinner 

was redundant and a lack of positive alternatives contributed to the attractiveness of military 

and paramilitary role models.  

• Power over others and physical toughness remained the markers of true manliness and this was 

reinforced in a sectarian environment. Pregnancy and single motherhood was often a conscious 

lifestyle choice for young women who had imbibed the traditional mothering gender role.

• A key challenge remains: helping young men to embrace positive gender identities that are an 

alternative to militarised ones, and helping young women to see beyond a mothering role. A 

holistic approach is needed that is inter-disciplinary and tackles poverty, regeneration of areas, 

job creation, education from nursery to adulthood, health and environmental issues, conflict 

resolution and gender reconciliation.

• A gender blind approach to peacebuilding fails to deal with militarised masculinity or subordinate 

femininity that reinforces armed patriarchy and gender based violence.    
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Group Work Exercise 1:
Gender Relations and Gender Violence

1. The dominance of men in paramilitary organisations helped individual men accrue power 

over women.... Male combatants used their position to intimidate wives and girlfriends... 

Men’s dominance in paramilitary organisations gave them access to political decision 

making and a more direct role in the control of communities... Men’s assumption of 

militarised masculinities also brought a range of negative consequences for paramilitary 

men and for members of state security forces including death, injury, imprisonment and 

psychological trauma.

(Fidelma Ashe, “Gendering War and Peace: Militarised Masculinities in Northern Ireland”,
in Men and Masculinities, 2012, p. 239.)

2. Tina Sideris has suggested that men’s identities “may emerge more damaged from a 

period of conflict and if during reconstruction no attention is paid to alternative positive 

masculinities...the reassertion of traditional gender norms and roles is inevitable”.

(Referenced in Richard Strickland and Nata Duvvury,
Gender Equality and Peacebuilding: From rhetoric to reality: finding the way, 2003, p. 9.)

3. There has been an increase in reports of domestic violence since the declaration of the first 

ceasefire in 1994. It is possible that men who have been active in paramilitaries and whose 

identities as men were constructed through the legitimation of violence against people 

on the other side of the political divide, vented their frustrations at home when their job 

security (in the paramilitary organisation) and status within the community ended. 

(Simona Sharoni, “Gendering Conflict and Peace in Israel/Palestine and the North of Ireland”, in
Millennium: Journal of International Studies, Vol. 27, No. 4, 1997.)

4. Statements by Ex-Loyalist Paramilitaries in Northern Ireland 

 i. “Gunmen in our estates, and the places where we lived, were idolised. They were 

heroes, full stop.”

 ii. “When we grew up, ‘Education’s for fruits!’ You know, it was for gays. You know? Don’t 

touch that, we want guns!”

 iii. “Everybody changes in so many ways.... And you do become hardened. Death means 

nothing to you. Even life itself, you know, the value of life. You’re prepared to give your 

life. You’re prepared to go to jail. You’re prepared to give up your freedom and your 

family. So you go step by step by step from being what you would call normal to being a 

soldier, or a hard-line paramilitary.”

 iv. “If you harden your heart, well that’s going to be hardened toward your relationships and 

other areas, whether it be your wife, your kids, or even the way you talk and treat your 

friends, you know. In them days you didn’t want to show sign of weakness. Everybody 

was fucking John Wayne.”
(D. Magee, “Reflections on peacebuilding and loyalist masculinities”, wordpress.com, 2013.)

Question for discussion: What do the above statements suggest about the impact of gender 

identities in Northern Ireland on men and women?
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• Those who think in terms of an ‘all-women’ category, and / or an ‘all-men’ category keep 

the false dualistic idea that women are naturally peace-loving and men naturally war-

mongering. 

• Maternalist feminists maintain war goes against women’s natural child-bearing and child-

rearing roles. They encourage women to organise as mothers to oppose militarism and war.

• The roles women have adopted in the service of war, and men have assumed in the service 

of peace, challenge this dualistic perspective.

• Cultural feminists argue that women are not naturally care-takers and peace-makers, just 

as men are not naturally competitive and aggressive. Instead the cultural context shapes 

male and female behaviour according to socially gendered expectations and conditioning.

• Feminists have an uneasy relationship with militarism (state and paramilitary). In the early 

20C suffragists used violence to put pressure on the British and Irish governments to 

give women the vote on the same basis as men. This created divisions within the women’s 

movement as the majority supported a non-violent approach to political change.

• Eco-feminists assert that all oppression and violence is patriarchal; whether it is war, 

domestic violence, racism, or environmental exploitation. They hold that all forms of 

violence, for whatever reason, are detrimental to both the human and natural world.

• Women who joined republican paramilitary groups in the first half of the 20C in Ireland 

and during ‘The Troubles’ in Northern Ireland believed that nationalism and feminism 

were inter-dependent. They held that national freedom and gender equality were inter-

connected. Once national freedom was achieved equality of the sexes would follow.

• The reality was that the equality agenda has never been a priority in nationalist struggles.  

Women may fight for the opportunity to prove themselves but this does not usually 

translate into a transformation of the position of women within the military setting, or in 

society at large.

• Participation in military and paramilitary organisations does impact attitudes and 

behaviours of both men and women. 

• Cynthia Cockburn makes the point that participation involves a willingness to kill and 

therefore a certain level of aggression and de-sensitisation towards violence. Any show 

of weakness or vulnerability puts the group at risk and is detrimental. No distinction can 

be made, consequently, between male and female recruits; all must adhere to the military 

code of behaviour.

• The resistance military bodies have shown to including women, especially in combat roles, 
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is in part based on the fear that women won’t ‘man-up’ during an operation and will put the 

rest of the group in jeopardy. There are those who believe men will be distracted from the 

military task at hand if they have to ‘baby-sit’ women.

• Women’s participation in military activism has been resisted also on account of the 

traditional association that equates women with the nation which men defend, and tasks 

them with reproducing the nation, thus ensuring its survival and growth. 

• In a patriarchal society dual roles and identities are essential to its functioning. Any 

transgressing of these, as during ‘The Troubles’ in Northern Ireland, is often viewed as a 

temporary aberration due to exceptional circumstances. 
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Group Work Exercise 2:
Women’s Experiences within Paramilitaries in Northern Ireland

All quotes are taken from:  Miranda H. Alison,
Women and Political Violence: Female Combatants in Ethno-National Conflict, 2009.

1. “There would have been other people in the army who would have been very dismissive of 

women bein’ in the army.”
(Teresa, Provisional Irish Republican Arm (PIRA) member in the early 1970s, Women and Political Violence, p 187) 

2. “I was to an extent tolerated as a necessary evil and did indeed even have my uses but it 

is still essentially a male bastion and while I assumed a ‘male’ role to some extent I never 

seen any evidence that my male counterparts embraced or took on any of the more 

traditional female roles….I feel the whole experience did not further the cause of female 

emancipation.”   
(Mary, PIRA member 1970s, Women and Political Violence, p 188)

3. “It’s always been a big contradiction for me because yes, me and a fella will certainly take 

up arms to liberate A, B, C, D, but will the same comrade feel as strong about getting 

equality for women? No, not them at all, and that’s a contradiction.”
(Carol, PIRA member 1980s, Women and Political Violence, p 201.)

4. “They don’t think that’s a woman’s place. Like I was told one time I should be at home 

washing dishes. That’s the place to keep a woman, chained to the kitchen sink! Aye, dead 

on. I says, ‘get stuffed, wash them yourself.”
 (Tracey, Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) member 1970s, Women and Political Violence, p 205.)

5. “You’re looked on as a hard woman, you know, not the way men are looked on as heroes; 

you’re looked on as, you know, ‘Who does she think she is?’…That’s definitely different 

from men like. If you’re a man you’re set when you are in there; get what you want, when 

you want it. It’s not as good for a woman.”
(Jackie, Ulster Defence Association (UDA) member 1990s, Women and Political Violence, p 206).

6. Ann, a UVF member, was also a prisoner’s wife. While her husband was interned she 

received £8 a week from the UVF’s welfare organisation to help the family pay for the 

parcels they took to her husband each week (cigarettes, newspapers, clothes, food items). 

This didn’t cover the whole amount needed and like other women in her position Ann 

received social welfare payments and worked late nights in loyalist clubs as well, trying to 

make ends meet. Although her husband was only in prison for a year this independence 

meant that:

“…when he came out I was able to answer a wee bit more and I knew more people than 

him, actually, from workin’ in the club and that, and he, I would have said he was a bit of a 

male chauvinist pig! He didn’t like it too much like, I’m bein’ honest, and then sure, I mean, 

after a couple of years I had to give the bar work and all up because he just didn’t like me 
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workin’ in them….I think he thought I was getting on top of him really…. I was only 17 when 

I was married too – he was 21 like, but he was always kinda way the boss and made the 

decisions.
(Ann, UVF member and ex-prisoner’s wife, Women and Political Violence, p 210.)

Questions for discussion:   

 A. Why did some of the women who joined paramilitaries think it would further gender 

equality? 

 B. What does their experience suggest?
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• Women have participated in both republican and loyalist paramilitaries in Northern 

Ireland.

• It was during ‘The Troubles’ that republican women were allowed to join the PIRA as 

volunteers, prior to that they were confined to Cumann na mBan (the League of Women), 

a women’s auxiliary organisation set up to support and fundraise for the IRA, including 

providing first aid and hiding weapons.

• Increased acceptance of women within the PIRA over time appears to have been down 

to opportunities for republican prisoners to undertake gender studies. Those that served 

prison sentences were often more supportive of women within the movement than those 

who did not. This may account for Sinn Fein being more inclined to promote women within 

its ranks than the DUP. That said, the constitutional issue is still the primary concern.

• To recruit male members republicanism and loyalism both used the traditional ideology of 

protecting the family, including the wider socio-political family, from the ‘perceived enemy’. 

Defence of family became also a motivating reason for women to become involved in 

paramilitary activity. 

• While women in the PIRA were operational in active service units, according to one long-

term serving PIRA member there have been no women in the top jobs.

• Martina Anderson, a former political prisoner, has campaigned within the republican 

movement for greater recognition of women within the PIRA. In 2001, Anderson criticised 

commemorations that paid little attention to the 3 women (Mairead Farrell, Mary Doyle 

and Margaret Nugent) who went on hunger strike in Armagh gaol on 1st December 

1980 in support of the mens’ first hunger strike in the Maze, which began in October 

1980, to protest the loss of ‘political status’. Both strikes ended on 18th December when 

it appeared that an accommodation had been reached. However, when the 5 demands 

around political status weren’t met another hunger strike began on 1st March 1981 

initiated by Bobby Sands. The women in Armagh gaol who had previously engaged in the 

strike wanted to join the men but were instructed not to, as it would detract from what the 

men were doing. 
(Theresa O’ Keefe, Feminist Identity, Development and Activism in Revolutionary Movements, 2013, p. 113.)  

• O’ Keefe quotes Anderson as saying: “I am struck by what I see as a worrying degree of 

exorcism of women out of our history….There remains a danger that the role played by so 

many women through-out the period of our struggle is being neglected and forgotten”. 

(Ibid, p 113.) 
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• Active loyalist women were not as visible in the community as republican women. The 

depiction of some women as ‘freedom fighter’ in republican wall murals confirms women’s 

membership of the PIRA. Within loyalism the wall murals reflect the masculine culture. 

They depict bowler hatted Orangemen, the male Protestant worker, and male balaclava-

hooded loyalist paramilitaries. 
(Rosemary Sales, Women Divided: Gender, Religion and Politics in Northern Ireland, 1997, p.5.)

• Rosemary Sales also notes that the strong ties between Protestantism and unionism have 

made it difficult for Protestant women to challenge the patriarchal authority of religious 

and political leaders as they do not want to be seen to undermine ‘their’ state. Concern to 

maintain the constitutional status quo over-rides gender interests.  
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3 Feedback (15 mins.)

8 Feedback (15 mins.)

6 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

10 Plenary 2: Is just economics essential in the
dismantling of patriarchy? (20 mins.)

5 Plenary 1: Why did socialism fail to liberate women? (15 mins.)

1 Input 1: The Birth of Capitalism: Controlling Women’s Bodies (15 mins.)

4 Input 2: The Socialist Vision of Alexandra Kollantai. (15 mins.)

9 Input 3: Alternative Economics (10 mins.)

2
Group Work Exercise 1: Read the worksheet and discuss:

 A. What was women’s experience under capitalism in 
the 18C and 19C?

 B. How were women viewed under capitalism?

(30 mins.)

7
Group Work Exercise 2: Free Market Economy. Read the 
worksheet and discuss: In what ways has capitalism failed? (30 mins.)

The Economics of Patriarchy: Capitalism
and the Commodification of Women Session Plan
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1. The Birth of Capitalism: 

• The 15C and 16C in Europe were a period of colonial expansionism into the ‘New World’ 

and prepared the way for the development of a European world economy based on 

capitalism. This became possible on the back of shipbuilding and the creation of the 

compass to navigate the seas.

• Products such as wool from England and Scotland, Chinese silk, Japanese swords and 

spices from India became goods with international value. 

• Landowners in England and Scotland evicted surfs who had worked on their land and 

replaced them with sheep who were more easily managed and whose wool could be sold 

at high prices, in what became known as the ‘enclosures’. This resulted in poverty and the 

spread of disease and death for large swaths of the peasantry.    

• The population decline in Western Europe in the 16C and into the 17C reached a peak in 

Germany where a third of the population was lost. Casualties of the plague, or small pox, 

were primarily from amongst the poor.

• The colonisers brought diseases to the ‘New World’ which also resulted in death and 

depopulation. In the century after the conquest of America by Columbus (1451-1506) the 

population declined by 75 million across South America, which was 95% of its inhabitants.

• The massive reduction in the working class in Europe and the colonies had a negative 

influence on the economy. Markets shrank, trade stopped and unemployment was 

widespread. All of this threatened the developing capitalist economy. 

• Capitalism experienced its first international economic crisis. There was debate over 

the relationship between labour, population and accumulation of wealth. The realisation 

dawned that capitalism required a large population in Europe and the colonies to fulfil the 

respective roles of consumer and producer. 

• The threat to capitalism in the 16C and 17C focused the governments in European 

countries on the role of women as both reproducers and consumers.

2. European Witch Trials:

• The witch-trials emerged in the 16C out of the practices surrounding the persecution of 

heresy in the medieval period, following Pope Innocent VIII’s issue of a papal bull regarding 

witchcraft in 1484. It recognised the existence of witches and gave full papal approval for 

the inquisition to move against them.

• The peak of witch hunting was during the European Wars of Religion on the heels of the 

Protestant Reformations, climaxing in the years 1580 to 1630. An estimated 40,000 

-60,000 people, mostly women, were killed during this time.

Input 1: The Birth of Capitalism: Controlling Women’s Bodies
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• Witch hunts were orchestrated by powerful men to set about taking control of women and 

their sexuality.

• Witches were blamed for the decline in the population for it was said they sacrificed 

children to the devil. The reality was that many accused of witchcraft were midwives who 

helped women control their sexuality.

• There was a fear midwives were facilitating infanticide. They were replaced by male 

doctors and medicine became professionalised. Women lost control over procreation and 

were reduced to a passive role in child delivery. Male doctors were viewed as the true life 

givers.

• A new medical practice prevailed prioritising the life of the foetus over the mother.

• Property owned by witches was confiscated and the bulk of it was appropriated by the 

state. Large bribes were paid to judges to free wealthy women accused of witchcraft.

• Witches’ families also had to meet legal costs. Lawyers, doctors and judges grew rich off 

these trials creating an elite professional class. The witch hunts were business.   

• The persecution of witches facilitated the rise of the modern state. It financed wars, 

the building up of bureaucracy and infrastructure. Capitalism was built on the bodies of 

women.

• By the mid-16C the idea that the number of citizens determines a nation’s wealth was 

dominant. French political thinker and witch hunter, Jean Bodin, insisted the strength of 

the commonwealth consists in men.

• Protestant reformers were also concerned with population growth. Dismissing the 

traditional Christian emphasis on chastity they valorised marriage, sexuality and family. 

Woman is ‘needed to bring about the increase of the human race’, Luther stated.

• The emphasis in the Protestant Reformations on the freedom of conscience encouraged 

individuals to take control of their own affairs. This coupled with a belief in hard work and 

divine providence created the ethos for the development of a merchant class who took 

advantage of interest-bearing loans to invest in new businesses.       

• Mercantilism came to epitomise the ethos of capitalism based as it was on the belief that 

the wealth of a nation is proportional to the quantity of labourers and money available.   

• It was the mercantile class that invented workhouses, ‘transported’ criminals to the 

colonies, and invested in the slave trade. They viewed idleness as a social plague and 

poverty a useful spur to force people to work.

Input 1: The Birth of Capitalism: Controlling Women’s Bodies
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• Their policy was to extract the maximum of work from every individual, regardless of age 

and condition. This prompted a new concept of human beings as workers and breeders for 

the state.

• The state in England and France elevated the family as a key institution for transmission 

of property and reproduction of the workforce. It also intervened in the supervision of 

sexuality, procreation, and family life. 

• All European governments from the mid-16C imposed severe penalties against 

contraception, abortion and infanticide.

• New forms of surveillance were adapted to ensure pregnant women did not terminate 

their pregnancies. In France a royal edict of 1556 required women to register every 

pregnancy, and sentenced to death those whose infants died before baptism after a 

concealed delivery, whether or not proven guilty of any wrong-doing.

• Similar statutes were passed in England in 1624 and Scotland in 1690.

• More women were executed for infanticide in the 16C and 17C in Europe than for any 

other crime, except for witchcraft, a charge also centred on the killing of children.

• Women became public property and procreation was placed at the service of capitalist 

accumulation.

• In all phases of capitalist development the state has resorted to regulation and coercion to 

expand or reduce the workforce.

• By denying women control over their bodies the state degraded maternity to the status of 

forced labour.

(A primary resource on women and witchcraft is Maria Mies, Patriarchy and Accumulation on a World Scale: Women in the 
International Division of Labour, 2014, pp 83-93)
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Read the worksheet and discuss: 

 A. What was women’s experience under capitalism in the 18C and 19C?

 B. How were women viewed under capitalism?

• For capitalism to succeed in Europe colonialization of the ‘New Worlds’ was essential. 

Slavery, in particular, was the labour power that accumulated wealth for emerging 

capitalists. The use of plantations to grow produce for export prefigured not only the 

factory but also use of immigration and globalisation to cut the cost of labour.

• The birth of the Industrial revolution in the 2nd half of the 18C was possible because of the 

development of the steam engine by Scottish inventor James Watt. With the steam engine 

it became possible to produce enough goods for owners of factories to make a sizeable 

profit. 

• Industrialisation in the late 18C and 19C, and the introduction of wage labour, entrenched 

a new separation between the working lives of men and women. Women’s contribution to 

family income was diminished since domestic work was unpaid. Housework and caring for 

family was treated as non-work.

• Strongly patriarchal attitudes of most factory managers impacted women’s work 

experiences outside the home. They were deemed unskilled and any work done was seen 

as an extension of housework. Consequently their pay was minimal and they had to work 

long hours to make a living.

• Male workers and male factory managers defined manliness in terms of skilled labour. Men 

were paid more than women, but not enough to raise them out of poverty.

• The abolition of slavery had an economic basis. With industrialisation it became evident 

that machines could replace slaves making the possibility of the abolition of slavery real.  

• Slavery in the colonies had kept wages low in the factories in Europe. It was only with the 

end of slavery in 1807, and the introduction of a minimal wage in the colonies, that male 

workers in Europe were allowed to form trade unions. This led to better wages and legal 

protection for men.  

• A family wage was introduced at the end of the 19C and paid to the married man, providing 

an even stronger justification for male dominance in the family. The improvement of the 

working class male wage led to the introduction of Factory Acts in the late 19C limiting the 

employment of women and children in the factories.

Group Work Exercise 1: Exploitation of Workers
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• The country with the most advanced feminist agenda in the early 20C was communist 

Russia. Leading the charge to remake Russian society in the Soviet ideal of the liberated 

and equal workers’ collective was Alexandra Kollontai from St Petersburg.

• She was the first female to enter the courts of the Bolshevik government after the Russian 

revolution in 1917. The revolution brought many women into politics with its message of 

women’s equality.

• Yet Alexandra Kollontai’s name is not synonymous with the heroes of the revolution – 

Marx, Engels and Lenin – her contribution has been overlooked. 

• Born in 1872 into an aristocratic Russian family, Alexandra Domontovich had an up-

bringing typical of the Russian upper-class, complete with English nanny. She felt stifled in 

this patriarchal household with a Tsarist General for a father. 

• At the age of twenty-one she married an impoverished relative, Vladimir Kollontai. Very 

soon that escape route from a privileged existence turned into another prison. She hated 

domestic life.

• Alexandra was interested in politics and wanted to play a role in revolutionary Marxism. 

Things came to a head when she visited a factory her husband was about to manage.

• Alexandra became enraged at the inhumane conditions suffered by the women workers. 

She decided to leave Vladimir and devote herself to improving their lives. She organised 

strikes and protests to help the women fight for equality.

• Alexandra was drawn to the philosophy of Marx and Engels who theorised that the 

emergence of patriarchy was driven by the desire for ownership: ownership of property, 

and ownership of women’s bodies. 

• They concluded that only a complete revolution that abolished all rights to ownership in 

favour of the collective would lead to a re-ordering of the relationship of the sexes based 

on mutual need, mutual respect and equality.

• International Women’s Day fell on 23 February 1917. On that day women in St Petersburg 

poured into the streets protesting their inhumane treatment in the factories. Alexandra 

was one of the organisers of the protest. Momentum gathered among the peasants of 

Russia and within a week the Tsar fell from power.

• Alexandra became a prominent Bolshevik campaigner and Lenin rewarded her by giving 

her a government job in social welfare. In 1920 she was made head of the Zhenotdel 

(Women’s Department), devoted to improving the lives of women.    

Input 2: The Socialist Vision of Alexandra Kollontai
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• Alexandra was able to turn her vision into reality:

 — She drafted the first regulations that would create universal maternity care.

 — She spearheaded the equalisation of educational opportunities for women.

 — She spearheaded women’s engagement in the paid labour force as men’s equals.

 — She was chief spokesperson for ideas on how men and women could treat each other as 

equals.

• The Zhenotdel argued for affirmative action e.g. promoting women into leadership 

positions in trade unions.

• The Bolshevik party introduced a range of radical reforms:

 — Universal suffrage;

 — The decriminalisation of homosexuality and divorce;

 — Free health care for all.

     These reforms would not be introduced into the rest of Europe for 50 years.

• This was not revolutionary enough for Alexandra Kollontai. She wanted to free women 

from what she believed was the burden of the family.

• She believed:

 — Childcare should be a social, rather than an individual responsibility.

 — Women should be able to have the same balance between life and work as men.

 — That domestic life should be abolished as a matter of principle. 

• The Soviets wanted women out of the kitchen for a practical purpose. The state had to 

modernise quickly and that was only possible if they doubled the workforce. This was the 

real purpose behind the rise of the new Soviet woman!

• Lenin believed that “the real emancipation of women, real communism, would begin only 

where and when an all-out struggle begins against petty house-keeping”.
(Vladimir Lenin’s, A Great Beginning: Heroism of the Workers in the Rear “Communist Subbotniks”,

https://www.marxits.org/archive/lenin/works.1919/jun/19.htm)

• This was in keeping with Karl Marx’s belief that economic equality would have to come 

before political equality. Marx regarded women’s access to the labour market with pay 

equal to men’s as key. This would allow for women’s emancipation as they would no longer 

be economically dependent on men and sexually exploited.

• Alexandra agreed with Marx and Lenin that in order for women to be equal to men they 

needed to work outside the home, and that this emancipation should extend to their 

sexuality.

Input 2: The Socialist Vision of Alexandra Kollontai
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• She believed also that marriage was an unnatural constraint on human behaviour. She 

wanted to abolish the family and all aspects of domestic life. She believed children should 

be made wards of the state leaving women free to be themselves. In essence she was 

saying women could only be real women when they stopped being wives and mothers.

• This was not the Soviet position but her own reaction to feeling oppressed within her 

family and her marriage. The Soviet perspective was that women should focus their 

energies on the class struggle to overthrow capitalism as the means to ending patriarchy. 

The establishment of socialism would create the conditions for the equality of the sexes.

• Alexandra’s radical thinking and agenda did not serve the political agenda of the Bolshevik 

party. In 1922 Lenin had her removed as head of the Zhenotdel. In 1924 she took the 

offer of a graceful exit and spent the next two decades in the Soviet Foreign Service as an 

ambassador to Sweden.

• The last years of her life were bitter ones. By the late 1940s the gains achieved by her for 

women had been rolled back by Joseph Stalin. Divorce, contraception, and abortion all 

became difficult if not impossible. Alexandra Kollontai died in Moscow in 1952.

• The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 has not improved the situation for Russian 

women. They are still paid less, receive worse health care, and are under-represented in all 

senior positions across society. Any woman elected to a political position has to be against 

abortion and in favour of preserving the family.

Input 2: The Socialist Vision of Alexandra Kollontai
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Read the worksheet and discuss: In what ways has capitalism failed?

• Neoliberalism, the economic dogma introduced in Britain and the USA by Margaret 

Thatcher and Ronald Regan in 1979-1980 as a free market economy, and then imposed on 

all countries of the world as part of globalisation, has failed.

• The main pillars of the free market economy ( namely: globalisation, liberalisation, 

privatisation and universal competition), promised quick wealth for everybody, more jobs, 

more democracy, lower prices for globally sourced goods, and free movement of people 

and capital from one country to the other.

• The culture produced by the free market consumer ideology relies on the idea of needs – 

real or imagined – that can only be satisfied by production, distribution, and purchase.

• Its idea of free is the absence of limits and restraints to production, distribution and 

purchasing. The free market is addicted to privatisation which is about diverting resources 

from the common good – health, education, welfare – and putting them into the private 

sector.

• We have come to realise the real cost of neoliberalism: rising unemployment, a new wave 

of poverty, more exploitation of workers, more ecological destruction, and control of the 

economy by multi-nationals.

• Some of the consequences of the free market economy have been:

 — Rising unemployment of workers in highly industrialised countries as machines replace 

humans with developing technologies, and textile and other industries relocate to the 

global South for cheaper labour.

 — Poorer countries in the global South increasingly becoming areas of production 

of consumer goods for richer countries, and richer countries in the global North 

increasingly becoming areas of consumption only.

 — Export oriented production in the global South geared to meeting the demands of 

the market in the global North and not toward meeting the needs of people in poorer 

countries. 

• The experience of more and more people is seeing limits: to the planet, to jobs, to our 

health. 

• Whether it is student debt, income inequality, pockets of deep unemployment, endless 

wars, stalemated politicians, a health service in crisis, there is no escaping the reality that 

capitalism’s promise of endless growth and prosperity for everyone prepared to work hard 

was false.

Group Work Exercise 2: Free Market Economy
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• There is a dawning realisation that capitalist patriarchy has failed us and that it will 

continue to destroy life and the environment as long as people believe that there are 

no limits to money, to resources, to progress. And that ever more money is the root to 

happiness.

• Today people in the global North are realising that it is not only people in the poorer global 

South who are threatened by poverty, they are also.

• Karl Marx predicted that machines would become ‘the force we must bow to’. He also 

believed market economics would generate a crisis before machines could take over 

completely from human labour.

• He pointed out that machines don’t spend money on the products they help to produce, 

whereas humans do. With increased joblessness there will be a sizeable reduction in the 

number of customers supporting businesses which will fail, resulting in the collapse of the 

economy.

• Marx held that you cannot therefore take the human out of commodity production, 

because workers unlike machines recycle their wages.  

• The present crisis cannot be solved within the framework of capitalist patriarchy. A new 

way of co-existing and doing economics is needed.

• The ‘never-ending’ accumulation and growth model of capitalism and technology has 

been exposed as a threat to the right of individuals to work, and to our finite world now in 

ecological crisis.

Group Work Exercise 2: Free Market Economy
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• Capitalism has resulted in a growing divide between rich and poor, the gradual 

replacement of humans by machines in the workplace, and the destruction of the planet.

• The gap between rich and poor is at its highest level for 30 years with three quarters of 

the world’s poorest people now living in what the World Bank classifies as middle- income 

countries.  

• Limits need to be set on profit seeking behaviour that are legally binding to protect the 

most vulnerable, the right to work, and our planet’s future. In Ecuador, for example, 

the constitution has been amended to recognise the rainforest’s right to protection – a 

constitutional first.

• The economic theory, developed by Simon Kuznets in 1955, that inequality is inevitable 

and essential to growing the economy before everyone can benefit from this growth, has 

proved false. 

• Kate Raworth in her recent publication claims it is possible to achieve economic growth 

with equity that also takes seriously the ecological challenges facing us.     

• She cites the example of East Asia from the mid-1960s to 1990 where countries such as 

Japan, South Korea, Indonesia and Malaysia combined rapid economic growth with low 

inequality and falling poverty rates. They achieved this through rural land reform that 

boosted the incomes of smallholder farmers, public investment in health and education, 

and raising workers’ wages while keeping food prices low.
 (Kate Raworth, Donut Economics: Seven Ways to Think Like a 21st-Century Economist, 2017, p 169.)  

• Raworth points out that inequality wastes the potential of much of the population, 

especially women who could actively contribute to the wealth and well-being of their 

community – as teachers, or nurses, or market traders, if they were freed up from trying to 

meet the basic daily needs of their families.

• She advises, “Economic development must become more focused on developing human, 

community, and small business capital because long-term, cross scale vitality depends on 

these”. (Raworth, p 176.)

• Alternative economics that reduces inequalities and undermines patriarchy requires:

 — Redistributing land ownership to enable farmers to secure a better future for families 

and communities. This includes changing land–inheritance rights which are often 

patriarchal to protect women’s rights to land security. (Raworth, p 178.)

 — The channelling of low or zero-interest loans from state owned banks into long-term 

eco-friendly investments to benefit everyone e.g. creation of affordable carbon-neutral 

housing, eco-friendly public transport. (Raworth, pp 183-184.)

Input 3: Alternative Economics
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 — The creation of complementary currencies to be used alongside a nation’s official 

currency. For instance, in Mombasa, Kenya, in 2013 the Bangla Pasa was launched for 

use by small businesses within the community. Over 200 traders, the majority being 

women, offering a range of goods and services, have established a network that uses 

the complementary currency to buy and sell family essentials, keeping their Kenyan 

currency to pay other bills like electricity that demand hard cash. (Raworth, p 186.)   

 — Increased support for employee-owned firms and member-owned co-operatives 

that offers members better pay, job security, and a say in the business management. 

Finances for these businesses are raised not by issuing shares to outside investors that 

gives them a slice of the company but by issuing bonds that gives the holders a fair fixed 

return. (Raworth, p 190.)   

 — Skilling people in creativity, empathy, insight and human contact – essential for many 

kinds of work from teaching, to social worker, to political commentary – jobs humans 

are better at than robots. (Raworth, p 194.)

 — If states invest in technology they should see a return from technology companies 

that benefit from research. Each citizen could then receive a ‘robot dividend’ from the 

revenue paid by digital companies. (Raworth, p 194.)

 — The channelling of overseas aid directly to people in poverty using mobile banking, to 

ensure money reaches those it was intended to help. The rapid worldwide spread of 

mobile phones means creating a phone book of the worlds ‘bottom billion’ to text cash 

to directly has a chance of working. (Raworth, p 199.)  

 —  An annual global tax on extreme personal wealth and on global corporations to fund 

public services to get every child into school and deliver essential health services in all 

low income countries. (Raworth, pp 200-201.) 

 — A global carbon tax on all oil, coal and gas production and companies offloading 

greenhouse gases, which would be used to develop eco-friendly forms of energy, clean 

air, clean water, a stable climate  and  a thriving biodiversity. (Raworth, p 201.)

 —  A just economics will only come about when the management of money, technology, 

the planet’s resources and ecosystems are democratised. We are all responsible for our 

world and its peoples, therefore, we all need a say in the ‘management of the global 

household’. 

Input 3: Alternative Economics
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10 Feedback (10 mins.)

4 Feedback (15 mins.)

5 Tea / Coffee (15 mins.)

7 Plenary 1: What are the key impediments to the realisation
of gender equality as a human right in Northern Ireland? (15 mins.)

11 Plenary 2: Why is it that systems of domination like patriarchy 
continue to exist in liberal democracies that have signed up to 
human rights legislation?

(15 mins.)

1
Buzz and Feedback:

Why is it important to try to protect human rights?
(15 mins.)

2
Input 1: The Development of Human Rights

Input 2: Women’s Rights are Human Rights
(20 mins.)

6
Input 3: The United Nations and the Enforcement

of Human Rights
(10 mins.)

8 Input 4: Human Rights and the Good Friday Agreement (10 mins.)

3 Group Work Exercise 1: Complying with UN Instruments (30 mins.)

9 Group Work Exercise 2: Gender Equality is a Human Right (25 mins.)
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• “A human right is a right that a human person has simply by virtue of being a human 

person, irrespective of his or her social status, cultural accomplishments, moral merits, 

religious beliefs, class membership, or cultural relationships.” 
(John Rangan in Alfred Hennelly & John Langan, Human Rights in the Americas, p.70) 

• Human rights are not an invention of the 20C. The earliest example of a human rights 

document is the Magna Carta Libertatum, the Great Charter of the Liberties. First drafted 

by the Archbishop of Canterbury in 1215 to make peace between the unpopular King John 

of England and a group of rebel barons.

• The Charter, created to protect the medieval barons from the king’s rule, promised them 

the protection of church rights, protection from illegal imprisonment, access to swift 

justice, and limitations on feudal payments to the Crown. In 1297 the Charter became 

part of English statute law, establishing the principle that everyone, including the king, was 

subject to the law.

• At the end of the 16C there was an upsurge in interest in Magna Carta. Lawyers and 

historians at the time referred to it as an ancient English Constitution that protected 

individual English freedoms, an exaggerated claim in light of its particular historical 

context.

• Although this historical account was flawed, jurists such as Sir Edward Coke used the 

Magna Carta extensively in the early 17C, arguing against the Divine Right of Kings 

propounded by the Stuart monarchs.

• Magna Carta influenced the early American colonists in the Thirteen Colonies and the 

formation of the American Constitution in 1787.  A Bill of Rights in 1791 defined human 

rights as the basis and foundation of the government of the new Republic of the United 

States.

• At the end of the 18C French citizens uprooted absolute monarchy and the feudal system 

that oppressed the majority poor. The French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen 

in 1789, which was a document of the French Revolution, confirmed human rights and 

liberties as the foundation of modern democracy.

• In 1918 the Russian Revolution ended imperial rule and prepared the way for communism. 

It led to the production of a document on the Rights of Workers.

• All of these human rights documents were created to protect men from the dictates of 

oppressive rulers.

Input 1: The Development of Human Rights
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• Various individuals attempted to promote the rights of women in the 18C and 19C but to 

no avail. These included:

 A. In France in 1791, Olympe de Gouges wrote A Declaration of the Rights of Women 

and insisted on the extension of the egalitarian principles of the French Revolution to 

women. She was executed.  

 B. In Britain in 1792, Mary Wollstonecraft wrote A Vindication of the Rights of Women 

and argued that all people had natural rights and men and women are equal. She was 

ignored.

 C. In the 19C Elizabeth Cady Stanton in the US drew up a document called Declaration of 

Sentiments based on the Declaration of Independence claiming men and women were 

equal and should have the same rights. She became a key figure in First Wave feminism. 

In 1920 women in America were granted suffrage.

Input 1: The Development of Human Rights
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• International human rights declarations and conventions have been formulated and 

adapted by the world community as tools for social transformation toward a world where 

sexism, racism, and other forms of discrimination, will become obsolete. So that the human 

community can live together in justice, social responsibility and with human dignity.  

• Two documents compiled by the UN Commission on Human Rights, the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) ratified in 1948, and the European Convention 

ratified in 1950, were the first global expressions of human rights. They were also inclusive. 

The UDHR proclaimed the equal entitlements of women and men to the rights contained 

in it, “…without distinction of any kind…”      

• The preamble to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights continues to be relevant. 

It spoke in terms of “… the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all 

members of the human family [as] the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the 

world.”

• Women were active participants in the drafting sessions of the UDHR through the 

Commission on the Status of Women, and Eleanor Roosevelt chaired the Commission 

on Human Rights. The hope was “to elevate the equal rights and human rights status of 

women, irrespective of nationality, race, language, or religion, in order to achieve equality 

with men in all fields of human enterprise”. 

• In 1966 the UN Commission on Human Rights drafted two human rights treaties to codify 

rights at the international level:

 1. The International Convention on Civil and Political Rights on protecting individual 

rights from state interference i.e. protective rights (life, liberty and security) and rights 

to freedom (religion, opinion, assembly).

 2. The International Convention on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on the rights 

of individuals to have certain guarantees from the state i.e. social rights (work, food, 

home).

• Together with the UDHR these two documents make up the International Bill of Rights, 

which affirm the universality and indivisibility of all human rights. 

• In 1979 another document was drafted that focused specifically on what was needed to 

further women’s human rights. It recognised that women’s rights had been side-lined by 

patriarchal governments. It was called the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 

Discrimination against Women.

Input 2: Women’s Rights are Human Rights
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• The Convention articulates state obligations to address not only discriminatory laws, but 

also practices and customs. It aims for equality of opportunity and equality of outcome, 

recognising that achieving equality may require positive action on the part of the state. 

(For example, outlawing cultural practices damaging to women like female genital 

mutilation).

• In the 1990s there was a renewed push to raise awareness of women’s human rights. Of 

particular concern was sexual violence perpetrated against women in armed conflict. This 

was a response to the events in the Balkans where rape and sexual violence were used by 

parties to the conflict as deliberate military strategies of psychological warfare.  

• In Vienna (June 1993) at the UN Conference on Human Rights women gathered to give 

personal testimony regarding the violence they had endured. This ranged from domestic 

violence, and economic discrimination, to war crimes, and global trafficking. 

• In its final declaration the Vienna Conference called for punishment of rape, sexual slavery 

and forced pregnancy, as violations of the human rights of women. 

• The final Vienna Declaration included major gains for women. It affirmed that:

 — women’s rights are human rights;

 — women’s rights must be taken into account in all parts of UN work;

 — UN personnel must be trained to recognise violence against women;

 — and that rape, forced pregnancy and genocide must be condemned.

• In December 1993 the UN further acknowledged the continuing urgency of assaults 

on women by adopting a Declaration on the Elimination of Violence against Women. 

The Declaration specifically condemned physical, sexual and psychological violence 

perpetrated or condoned by the state, wherever it occurs. The UN also appointed a special 

rapporteur to conduct fact-finding missions to member countries to investigate allegations 

of human rights violations against women.

• In 1995 almost fifty thousand women gathered in Beijing for the UN’s 4th World 

Conference on Women. The dominant theme was violence against women. Two tribunals 

operated to enable women to give evidence on the impact of militarism on their lives. The 

most devastating testimonies came out of Rwanda, where rape was used by Hutus as a 

form of ethnic cleansing. 

• The Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action focused on 12 areas concerning 

the implementation of women’s human rights and set out an agenda for women’s 

empowerment. 
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• It called on governments, the international community and civil society, including non-

governmental organizations and the private sector, to take strategic action in the following 

critical areas of concern:

 — The persistent and increasing burden of poverty on women.

 — Inequalities and inadequacies in and unequal access to education and training.

 — Inequalities and inadequacies in and unequal access to health care and related services.

 — Violence against women.

 — The effects of armed or other kinds of conflict on women, including those living under 

foreign occupation.

 — Inequality in economic structures and policies, in all forms of productive activities and 

in access to resources.

 — Inequality between men and women in the sharing of power and decision making at all 

levels.

 — Insufficient mechanisms at all levels to promote the advancement of women.

 — Lack of respect for and inadequate promotion and protection of the human rights of 

women.

 — Stereotyping of women and inequality in women’s access to and participation in all 

communication systems, especially in the media.

 — Gender inequalities in the management of natural resources and in the safeguarding of 

the environment.

— Persistent discrimination against and violation of the rights of the girl child.

• On the 31 Oct. 2000 the UN Security Council adopted resolution 1325 on Women, Peace 

and Security. It was the first resolution ever passed by the Security Council that addresses 

the impact of war on women, and it also recognises women’s contribution to conflict 

resolution, the building of sustainable peace and reconstruction of society. 

• There are now 7 UN Security Resolutions calling for women’s participation and 

consideration of their needs at all stages of conflict resolution and peacebuilding. 

Input 2: Women’s Rights are Human Rights
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Read the notes and discuss:

What difference would these changes make to dismantling patriarchy in Northern 

Ireland?

The Equality Commission for Northern Ireland made a submission to the United Nations 

Committee overseeing the UK’s compliance with the Convention on the Elimination of 

Discrimination Against Women in June 2013. The Equality Commission recommended that 

the UN Committee ask the Stormont Government to address some of the following concerns: 

Article 2: Obligations to eliminate discrimination 

 — provide a Year on Report to demonstrate progress in key areas of discrimination. 

 — subject budgets to analysis which ensures that differential impact on women is identified 

and addressed. The government’s cross departmental Gender Equality Strategy makes 

a commitment to gender budgeting. 

Article 10: Education:

 — take steps to act on the opportunities that exist through the curriculum and careers 

advice to challenge gender roles, stereotyping and discrimination and prevent gender 

based violence, recognising the particular needs of Traveller girls and young women 

and girls and women with disabilities. 

Article 11: Employment:

 — take action to increase the number of affordable and accessible childcare places in 

Northern Ireland, supporting women’s economic participation and encouraging men to 

share responsibility for childcare. 

 — review and strengthen the protections for women within the legislative and policy 

framework relating to flexible working, including developing an overarching strategy.

 — set out a transparent strategy, including mandatory pay audits, in respect of equal pay 

across employment sectors and including part time and full time work.

 — carefully assess steps taken to rebalance the economy in order to protect advances in 

employment practice made in regard to equality for carers, flexible working and equal 

pay.  

Group Work Exercise 1: Complying with UN Instruments
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1. Brief Explanation

• The League of Nations established by the Treaty of Versailles in the wake of WW1 to 

prevent further wars and stop countries invading one another failed in its remit. This 

was because key powers, Germany, Russia, and USA, were not members and imperial 

members, UK, France, Italy and Japan, ignored their role to enforce resolutions and 

provide an army, as the League lacked its own armed force. Following WW2 the League 

was disbanded and replaced by the United Nations. 

• 48 states ratified the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 1948. This UN Charter 

commits the organisation to promoting universal respect for and observance of human 

rights and obliging member states to cooperate with the UN. Currently the UN has 193 

member states.

• Three key aims were identified:

 — To maintain peace and security within and between countries.

 — To ensure self-determination and development of member states.

 — To protect and promote human rights.

• The UN has excelled in promotion work. It has improved countries understanding of their 

rights and their capacity to implement these rights. This involves fact-finding, information 

sharing, technical assistance, dialogue, recommendations, and peer and expert support. 

Promotion activities rely on politics and diplomacy, on co-operation and engagement, on 

discussion and dialogue, all of which the UN is good at.

• However in the area of protection the UN is all but failing to fulfil its duties.

• UN member states have started wars or committed acts of aggression. South Africa 

retained UN membership through-out the era of apartheid and was only expelled in 1974. 

The US since 1945 has threatened the use of nuclear weapons. Along with Britain it has 

invaded Iraq and Afghanistan. The Russian Federation has been implicated in the ongoing 

Syrian conflict, as well as committing war crimes in Chechnya and Georgia.

Input 3:
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2. The Challenge to Protect Human Rights

• The more powerful a country the less likely it is to consent to be bound by international 

human rights treaties because its need for any political gains that ratification may bring, like 

development aid, is less important than domestic interests. 

• Both China and Russia refused to ratify the Rome Statute establishing the International 

Criminal Court, and therefore remain outside its jurisdiction.

• Some measures may be used against countries that fail to follow international law and break 

international treaty commitments aimed at protecting human rights e.g. travel bans, asset 

freezing, sanctions, prohibiting sale of weapons, even military invasions. But these are used 

infrequently by the UN and only after a lengthy diplomatic process.

• There is no standing army and states, organisations and alliances are reluctant to intervene 

militarily. Countries don’t want to risk the lives of their soldiers. States are reluctant to set 

precedents that may later adversely impact upon them or their allies.

• The Security Council was designed to prevent or respond to threats to world peace. China, 

France, Russia, U.S. and U.K. were granted a permanent seat on the Council and the power 

to veto any of its resolutions. These states protect themselves and their closest political allies 

via the veto. E.g. The U.S. veto any action against Israel and Russia any action against the 

Syrian regime.

• The Security Council is the only UN instrument with power to take action on the ground in 

pursuit of international peace and security. To date the Security Council has used sanctions, 

arms embargoes, weapons inspections, and no-fly zones with varying degrees of success.

• With the exception of the International Criminal Court (2002) which brings individuals to 

trial for crimes against humanity, the most significant power held by other UN bodies is 

that of passing resolutions or decisions, which are not binding. They only provide results on 

the ground if countries choose to apply them. A lack of enforcement powers undermines 

attempts to achieve anything other than through political and diplomatic processes.

• Currently there are human rights mechanisms in three of the worlds regions – Europe, the 

Americas, and Africa. That leaves people in Asia, parts of Eastern Europe and Australasia 

without access to regional human rights systems. In the Council of Europe area, the 

European Court of Human Rights is the main human rights protection mechanism.

• These mechanisms are proving more successful at protecting individuals from grave abuses 

as they take account of regional rather than universal understandings of human rights (e.g. 

cultural sensitivities around human rights). 

• The regional linkage, with implications for trade, politics and safety, is also a key factor in 

ensuring human rights compliance. 

Input 3:
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• The Northern Ireland Women’s Coalition (NIWC) were responsible for the inclusion of 

women’s rights in the Good Friday Agreement (GFA) in 1998. They used principles and 

language from international women’s rights instruments to shape their submissions for 

inclusion in the final document.

• The GFA calls for “the advancement of women in public life”; and “the right to equal 

opportunity in all social and economic activity, regardless of class, creed, disability, gender 

or ethnicity”; also “the right of women to full and equal political participation”.

• These rights provisions reflect the following articles from the Convention on the 

Elimination of All forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) 

 — Article 2 on political participation;

 — Article 3 on the full development and advancement of women;

 — Article 7 on the elimination of discrimination against women in political and public life.

 — The wording “the right of women to full and equal participation” was crafted from the 

Beijing Declaration.

• NIWC membership included women who were familiar with international documents on 

women’s rights e.g.

 — Bronagh Hinds, one of the founders, had been a volunteer for the Northern Ireland 

Women’s European Platform (NIWEP). She was the only woman from Northern Ireland 

to attend the UN’s 3rd World Conference on Women in Nairobi in 1985; and she lead a 

delegation ten years later to the 4th World Conference on Women in Beijing.

 — Monica McWilliams, another founding member, was Professor of Women’s Studies and 

Social Policy at University of Ulster and she too had worked for NIWEP.

 — Avila Kilmurry, also involved from the outset in establishing NIWC, had worked as 

Regional Co-ordinator of the Rural Action Project – an EU anti-poverty project.   

• NIWC framed the conflict as rooted in patriarchy. They argued that the inclusion of 

women’s rights was essential for conflict resolution and peace-building to counter the 

ultra-masculine, socio-political culture that resulted in armed patriarchy.

• Coming from a position of marginality in the community they recognised the need to 

create opportunities for real democracy. They argued for the involvement of the wider 

community in decision making on social, economic and cultural issues through the creation 

of a civic forum. They proposed forum representatives be drawn from the business 

community, trade unions and voluntary sector ensuring gender parity. 

Input 4: Human Rights and the Good Friday Agreement
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The Good Friday Agreement (1998) contains no provisions which would give effect to 

women’s right to full and equal participation in all sectors in Northern Ireland. This had 

negative consequences when it came to delivering on the statutory equality duty. To cite 

an example, the Good Friday Agreement established an Independent Commission on 

Policing. The Police Act 2000, which followed, made provision for 50/50 Catholic/Protestant 

recruitment quotas. The Equal Opportunities Commission advocated that a gender quota be 

included but this advice was disregarded.

The UN Committee for the Elimination of Discrimination against Women noted its 

concern about the failure to introduce “temporary special measures to address the under 

representation of women in decision-making positions in the public and private sectors as well 

as in political life”.

Group Work Exercise 2: Gender Equality is a Human Right

If we had a Bill of Rights for Northern Ireland what temporary special measures might 

be included to ensure equal representation of women in decision-making positions in 

Northern Ireland?  

Task
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8 Feedback (30 mins.)

5 Feedback (15 mins.)

6 Tea / Coffee Break. (During this time facilitators deduce from 

feedback which 8 Learning Points and Actions have received the 

most votes.)  

(15 mins.)

10 Evaluation of Liberation from Patriarchy for Gender Justice 

programme
(30 mins.)

1 Welcome and outline of session (5 mins.)

2 Input 1: Patriarchy revisited (10 mins.)

3
Input 2:  Group Learning Points and Actions

for Dismantling Patriarchy
(10 mins.)

9 Input 4: Women Strategising for Gender Justice and Peace (15 mins.)

4 Group Work Exercise 1: Four groups will be created and 

asked to prioritise their top 8 Learning Points and Actions 

from the list of 26.

(20 mins.)

7
Group Work Exercise 2: Each of the four groups will be 

given 2 of the 8 Learning Points and Actions to reflect 

further on. They will be asked to develop an Action Plan 

made up of broad concrete proposals for each.  

(30 mins.)

Gender based Justice: Strategising for Peace
Session Plan
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Patriarchy is a system of male dominance, rooted in the ethos of war which legitimates 

violence, sanctified by religious symbols, in which men dominate women through the control 

of female sexuality, with the intent of passing property to male heirs, and in which men who 

are heroes of war are told to kill men, and are permitted to rape women, to seize land and 

treasures, to exploit resources, and to own or otherwise dominate conquered people.

(Carol P. Christ, “A New Definition of Patriarchy: Control of Women’s Sexuality, Private Property, and War”,
in Feminist Theology Journal, Vol 24 (3), 2016, p214.)

• Patriarchy understands power as hierarchy, authority, rule, physical strength and military 

force. It is power that is imposed from outside a person in the form of armies, or weapons, 

or wealth, or status, or a belief system. It’s about power as domination e.g. power over 

something or somebody. It’s a top down model of power that is inherently violent. It relies 

on a male, warrior god, who legitimates the status quo and promotes a male macho culture.

• Patriarchy is dualistic. It promotes oppositional mentalities and thinking that is divisive 

and used to justify a divide and rule agenda that sees violence as both necessary and 

redemptive. For instance, it defines reality in terms of male / female, heterosexual / 

homosexual, citizen / foreigner, sameness / difference, free world/axis of evil, good/evil, in 

each instance attributing superior value and characteristics to the former category.

• Patriarchy is the oldest domination system. It operates by inciting a range of negative 

reactions to those perceived as different on the grounds of gender, ranging from prejudice 

to hatred. Patriarchy, like sectarianism and racism, denies particular sections of the 

community access to power, resources, cultural control and intellectual control. Patriarchy 

is not only the original model for all forms of domination, it also provides the rationale for 

the continued existence of all domination systems and structures. 

• Economic exploitation in the form of neo-liberalism that exploits colonised peoples, 

women and children, disempowered men, and the environment, is an essential dynamic of 

patriarchy. Wealth and power is concentrated in the hands of a predominantly white and 

male elite.   

• Patriarchy controls women’s sexuality, as women’s ability to reproduce can be utilised 

to meet the state’s needs e.g. to increase the workforce when population levels are low, 

or minimise child births when population size needs reduced. It promotes the family and 

marriage as stabilising forces that serve the status quo and protect inheritance rights.  

• Challenging and dismantling patriarchy is essential for the political, legal, economic and 

social transformation necessary to end gender inequalities and oppression and realise 

gender justice. To begin the process what is needed are strategic action plans that promote 

gender justice and peace.           

Input 1: Patriarchy Revisited
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A number of key insights have emerged out of discussion and interactive group-work over the 

previous sessions: 

 1. Women comply with patriarchy by leaving unchallenged cultural expectations and 

gender stereotypes; and even women who hold powerful positions often help maintain 

the patriarchal structures. 

 2. If half the population in Northern Ireland are women then what is it saying about gender 

equality when women are included with minority groups in Section 75 of the Belfast 

Agreement. This mindset needs to be challenged politically and culturally.

 3. Sectarianism and racism are modelled on patriarchy, which was the primary dominating 

ideology. Patriarchy gives legitimacy to sectarianism and racism. We need to deal with  

patriarchy if we are to heal the divisions in Northern Ireland that breed sectarianism 

and racism. 

 4. Within the LGBT+ community lesbian and transgender women are often side-lined by 

gay and transgender men. Gender equality is an issue for gender diverse groups as well.   

 5. The assumption that others must become like us needs challenged. If we begin by 

recognising differences within the ‘us’ (e.g. gender, age, ability…) we will learn not to 

fear or mistrust difference. It would be liberating if we could see our differences as part 

of our shared humanity.  

 6. A primary issue for LGBT+ is experience of abuse in the education system. Eduction 

for gender justice needs to be incorporated into the schools’ curriculum e.g. sex and 

gender education, careers’ advice, girls’ rights, to challenge gender inequalities and 

the patriarchal culture. What is needed  in schools is education that will enable critical 

awareness, conscientization, empowerment and transformation.

 7. The ideal is to be free to live without the government determining the status quo e.g. 

who I can love; how I identify.

 8. It can be difficult for women who have been schooled in a patriarchal religious belief 

system to be critical of their religious tradition. They are taught that their salvation 

depends on accepting the teaching wholesale, even when it dehumanises them. Religion 

boxes people in, spirituality is more open.  

 9. Patriarchy is all-pervasive. We interpret science, politics, religion, economics and 

environmental issues through the patriarchal lens. How do we get to a patriarchy-free 

understanding of all these systems? The issue of dismantling patriarchy will not be 

solved in the short term.  

Input 2: Liberation from Patriarchy for Gender Justice
Learnings and Action Points
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 10. There are multiple models of family all of which need legal and public recognition to 

ensure all human rights are protected. 

 11. Within the context of domestic and sexual violence countering patriarchy needs to 

begin with children and women, the most vulnerable.

 12. The police, social services and legal profession can learn from survivors of abuse about 

the signs that precede abuse and the impact on survivors’ lives.

 13. Patriarchal gender identities limit the experience of being human. For instance women 

who get angry at an experienced injustice are often viewed with suspicion, as it’s not 

womanly conduct. What models of love are girls and women living with? 

 14. Need to get rid of militarism as part of dismantling patriarchy. What will the implications 

of this be for nation states?

 15. Dismantling patriarchy will require:

 — An extensive programme of education for all age groups and service providers on  

  gender issues and what it means to practice equality and respect all living   

  things.   

 — A change of language – father / mother too over-identified with patriarchal   

  overtones

 — Re-evaluation of domestic responsibilities

 — Challenging culture of violence and training youth in conflict resolution

 16. Patriarchy is the primary issue to resolve and we won’t get a just economics without 

challenging patriarchy.

 17. Do we need to re-evaluate the Enlightenment and its philosophy of rationality and 

progress as key indicators of what it is to be human? If we stopped looking at people as 

units of production we would value women’s production and reproduction.

 18. Capitalism dehumanises humans and destroys the planet. Attitudes to the environment 

reflect attitudes to each other. We need liberation and justice for the earth that requires  

a bio-centred approach to life.

 19. It is not capitalism itself that does damage, it is abuse of power and corruption, but 

capitalism as we experience it has power and corruption at the heart of it. Need to take 

a stand, realise we have power to demand just economics.

 20. There is a need for values and ethics to underpin decision making. Need to ask ourselves: 

where do we place value? And how do we protect the rights and needs of the most 

vulnerable?

Input 2: Liberation from Patriarchy for Gender Justice
Learnings and Action Points
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 21. Gender and women’s advocacy training is essential for all public bodies who have 

responsibilities for ‘at risk’ groups in society.

 22. There is need for a Women’s Commissioner in Northern Ireland  to progress the equality 

agenda  (e.g. introduction of positive discrimination to increase women’s involvement in 

public sector).

 23. There is need also for a working group whose remit would be to dismantle patriarchy 

(e.g. by exploring economic blockages to women’s civic participation and how to address 

this).

 24. Women ought to have training to support a pro-active public role that would build 

confidence  and develop dialogue, mediation and public speaking skills. Attending to the 

5 c’s – candidate selection, culture, cash, child-care and confidence – is crucial to ensure 

women’s participation in the public sector.  

 25. For democracy to prevail in Northern Ireland what is needed is a civic forum, which is 

independent of politicians and includes women on a 50/50 basis with men. It will only 

work if it is truly representative of all sectors and people in society. 

 26. Women need to be involved on a parity with men in drawing up a Bill of Rights for 

Northern Ireland. 

Input 2: Liberation from Patriarchy for Gender Justice
Learnings and Action Points
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Women are giving the lead strategising for gender justice and peace in various countries 

through-out the world. Their actions are inspirational and indicative of what is possible in the 

struggle against patriarchy.

1. Mukhtaran Bibi

Mukhtaran Bibi is a Pakistani woman who is bringing about a change in tribal attitudes toward 

women in her country. 

Her 12-year-old brother was accused of having an affair with a woman from a higher-caste 

tribe. In punishment, the male elders ordered that Mukhtaran Bibi be raped. As several hundred 

people watched, four men dragged her into a mud-walled house and assaulted her for more 

than an hour. 

The villagers expected that shame would lead her to commit suicide instead she took her 

attackers to court and became a figurehead for women’s rights in Pakistan. Mukhtaran Bibi’s  

plight won international press coverage and promises from government officials for an end to 

brutal “honour killings” and punishments. She was awarded £4,500 in compensation. Mukhtaran 

Bibi used this money to start a small school in her village.

An article in the New York Times raised $130,000 in donations, which she used to improve 

schools in her area, purchase an ambulance for the wider community, finance the setting up of 

a police station to provide security, and establish a clinic and women’s shelter.

2. Asha Hagi Elmi

Asha Hagi Elmi is a Somalian woman. In 1992 at the height of the civil war in Somalia she founded 

‘Save Somali Women and Children’. When the Somali peace talks began in 2002 in war-torn 

Somalia, five clans were recognised by the Somali people as legitimate representatives. None of 

the clans considered women important enough to be part of the negotiations. Not content to sit 

on the side-lines when her country’s future was being decided, Asha formed a sixth female clan 

to advance women’s participation in politics. 

Asha Hagi Elmi gradually edged her way into the peace talks and when the peace agreement 

was signed by Somali warlords in 2004, Asha was the only woman and only civilian to sign. 

Her efforts at empowering women paid off, for women are now a driving force for peace in 

Mogadishu.

The Federal Charter of Somalia now stipulates that at least 12% of the Parliament must be 

women, and there is a Ministry for Women and the Family.

Asha Hagi Elmi was elected to the Pan-African Parliament in Johannesburg in 2006. She also 

chaired the Somalia National Committee on Female Genital Mutilation and Harmful Traditional 

Practices.

Input 3: Women Strategising for Gender Justice and Peace
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‘Save Somali Women and Children’ run training workshops on conflict transformation and a 

literacy programme. They provide practical support to some of the country’s most vulnerable 

and marginalised women through rights awareness workshops and campaigns against FGM 

and early and forced marriage. When asked if she might get killed for challenging the patriarchal 

culture and customs, Asha Hagi Elmi replied, “I would rather die making a difference. I am doing 

it for my daughters, for a new Somalia”.

Asha Hagi Elmi worked for many years building her organisation without much financial support. 

Now her husband, Abdi Farah Shirdon, is Prime Minister of Somalia and she has more status 

and power. She has used her new position to help Somalia women by ensuring women are given 

important ministerial portfolios. There has been the appointment of the first female Deputy 

Prime Minister and Foreign Affairs Minister, as well as the first Deputy Minister of Justice.  

(Examples taken from Scilla Elworthy, Pioneering the Possible: Awakened Leadership for a World that Works,
2014, pp 101, 177-8) 

3. Mary Robinson

Mary Robinson’s first political success was her election to the Irish Senate. She was the first 

woman to achieve this accolade. Her manifesto for the Senate highlights issues that she 

championed at every opportunity: the importance of creating a pluralist Ireland, the endings of 

constraints on moral liberty, and a greater role for women in society. 

As first female President of Ireland, from 1990 -1997, Mary Robinson reached out to the people 

of Irish descent around the world; promoted a pluralist Irish culture; contributed to international 

and national thinking on human rights; engaged with both Protestant and Catholic communities 

in Northern Ireland; worked to heal the relationship between Ireland and Britain; and promoted 

the voice of Irish women. 

As United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, from 1997 to 2002, Mary Robinson 

focused her attention on the economic, social and cultural human rights of those living in the 

two-thirds world. During her tenure as UN High Commissioner she personally visited regions of 

civil conflict, including Sierra Leone, Chechnya and the former Yugoslavia, and East Timor. Her 

particular concern was to prevent conflict and the human rights violations that often resulted 

from it. Always she cautioned against addressing only the symptoms of conflict, rather than 

the root causes, which she identified as poverty, political repression and uneven distribution of 

resources. 

Mary Robinson launched the Ethical Globalisation Initiative (E.G.I.) in October 2002 with a view 

to promoting ethical and equitable globalisation through dialogue, action and research. 

She has been a member of The Elders since the group was founded in 2007 by Nelson Mandela. 

The Elders are an independent group of global leaders working together for peace and human 
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rights. A tireless champion of women’s equality, she travelled to Ethiopia in June 2011 to 

convene an international meeting of experts and activists working to end child marriage and 

visited India in February 2012 to support youth activists tackling early marriage in their own 

communities. Mary Robinson continues to travel around the world promoting human rights, 

working for peace and reconciliation between peoples, and for environmental protection. 

(Mary Robinson, Everybody Matters: A Memoir, 2012; and https://theelders.org/mary-robinson)

The actions of courageous women challenging patriarchy and underlining the need for gender 

justice and gender equality is a challenge and an inspiration to all of us. We can be part of this 

new mood for positive change, for liberation from patriarchy for gender justice.       

Input 3: Women Strategising for Gender Justice and Peace
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This template can be photocopied and used with your groups to assist with evaluation.

1. On a scale of 1-10 with 1 being the least how would you rate:

 a) The content of the resource material?    [      ]

 Why?

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 b) The accessibility of language and ideas?    [      ]

 Why?

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 c) The learning methodologies?    [      ]

 Why? 

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

2. What are the two key insights you have learned from the course?

i) .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

ii) .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................
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3. What were the two greatest difficulties you experienced on the course?

i) .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 ............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

ii) .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

4. Were there any gaps in the course content?

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

5. Any other comments? 

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................

 .............................................................................................................................................................................
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The Liberation from Patriarchy for Gender Justice Education and Training Programme identified 

six categories for action that bodies with responsibility for each area might take forward. 

These categories are listed below. We will share this information with the appropriate bodies 

offering exploratory dialogue and conversations if requested.

1. Education

Those with responsibility for education and training of teachers, school children and those in 

further education institutes and/or centres of life-long learning are well placed to challenge 

patriarchy and gender inequality. The following are suggestions to facilitate the process:

 — Education for gender justice become a compulsory component of the schools’ 

curriculum and educational establishments training teachers. It would include 

challenging gender stereotypes and patriarchal language as a key issue.

 — Encourage and reward models of best practice in gender equality teaching and 

practice in schools and teacher training institutes.

 — Education and training of independent sex educators to work with children and young 

people.

 — Challenging the culture of violence in society with emphasis on youth training in 

conflict resolution and peer mediation in schools and youth organisations.

2. Equality Agenda

The following points are suggestions to enable the move toward greater gender equality in 

society:

 — Awareness raising and specific legislation to challenge gender stereotypes and 

patriarchal language.

 — Gender equality education and training for public and private sector workers.

 — Part of dismantling patriarchy is a re-evaluation of domestic responsibilities in the 

home. This could include paying ‘stay-at-home’ mums or dads as a way of valuing their 

role.

 — The appointment of a Gender Commissioner in Northern Ireland to progress gender 

equality in every sector.

 — An ‘impact assessment’ document on gender language proofing, similar to the equality 

impact assessment.

 — Incentivised schemes that encourage schools, groups, organisations, statutory bodies 

and agencies, to become ‘gender friendly and non-patriarchal’, with clear guidelines 

and criteria to be met to achieve this status.

Action Plans: Outcomes Report
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3. Religion

As living ethically means adhering to the principles and values of gender justice there is need 

for: 

 — Dialogue and conversation on the nature of patriarchy and its pervasive influence on all 

of life, including religion.

 — Dialogue and conversation on a theology of gender justice.

 — Development of a theology of gender reconciliation that could be rolled out in churches 

and parishes.

4. Economics

If we are to redress the economic injustices and imbalances in our world those with 

responsibility for economic policy and regulation need to: 

 — Critically explore the patriarchal basis of economic systems.

 — Explore and research just economic models and systems.

 — Identify countries that are attempting to make their economic systems fairer.

 — Identify the economic issues that do damage to the environment, planet and humanity 

as a whole.

 — Encourage the development of ethical co-operatives.

 — And develop an informal critique of patterns of consumption, commodification, and 

military consumerism and the impact on human life and the environment.

5. Domestic Violence

According to statistics for Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland domestic violence is 

on the increase. The following are suggestions for responding to this worrying development:    

 — Training of teachers regarding their legal standing in recognising and responding to 

issues of domestic violence and child abuse.

 — Increased resources for women in domestic abuse relationships e.g. more refuges. 

 — Revising the tariffs for the sentencing of perpetrators of domestic violence and child 

abuse to reflect the seriousness of the offence.

 — Education and training in identifying misogyny at all levels in working and professional 

relationships.

6. Academia

The role of academia in dismantling patriarchy and enabling gender justice in society was 

recognised. A significant contribution from the academic world was suggested: 

 — An academic conference identifying and exploring the all-pervasive role of patriarchy 

in the fields of Science, Politics, Religion, Economics and the Environment.

Action Plans: Outcomes Report
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1. An overview of Patriarchy

Cynthia Enloe, The Big Push: Exposing and Challenging the Persistence of Patriarchy, (Oxford: 

Myriad Editions, 2017).

2. Patriarchy and Women

Catherine Mayer, Attack of the 50ft Woman: How Gender Equality Can Save the World! (London: 

Harper Collins Publishers, 2017). 

Catherine Redfern and Kristin Aune, Reclaiming the F Word: The New Feminist Movement, 

(London: Zed Books, 2010).

3. Patriarchy and Men

bell hooks, The Will to Change: Men, Masculinity, and Love, (London: Washington Square Press, 

2004).

Murray Knuttila, Paying for Masculinity: Boys, Men and the Patriarchal Dividend, (Winnipeg: 

Fernwood Publishing, 2016).

4. Patriarchy and Gender

Shannon Dea, Beyond the Binary: Thinking about Sex and Gender, (Ontario: Broadview Press, 

2016).

Marian Duggan, Queering Conflict: Examining Lesbian and Gay Experiences of Homophobia in 

Northern Ireland, (London: Routledge, 2012).

Cordelia Fine, Delusions of Gender: The Real Science Behind Sex Differences, (London: Icon 

Books, 2010).

5. Patriarchy and Religion

Lisa Isherwood and Dirk Von Der Horst (eds.), Contemporary Theological Approaches to 

Sexuality, (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge, 2017).

Adrian Thatcher, Redeeming Gender, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016).

The following are some suggested texts for those who are interested in learning more about 

patriarchy as well as efforts to overcome it.
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6. Patriarchy and Militarism in Northern Ireland

Miranda H. Alison, Women and Political Violence: Female Combatants in Ethno-National Conflict, 

(London: Routledge, 2009).

Emmet Doyle and Joanne McQuaid, By Their Valour: A History of Women in Conflict in Ireland, 

(2017).
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Further Reading



The Liberation from Patriarchy for Gender Justice programme 
developed out of a previous Junction education and training 
programme on Ethical and Shared Remembering: Remembering a 
Decade of Change and Violence, 1912-1922, which looked at how 
we remember and commemorate significant centenary events in an 
ethical and inclusive way. As groups engaged with these events one 
of the big emerging themes was patriarchy as a male domination 
system that needed further in depth thinking and exploration. 

This programme aims to provide participants with a language 
and framework to identify and understand how patriarchy and 
patriarchal systems work. The hope is to empower participants, 
through knowledge and understanding, to identify strategies 
and actions that will help transform patriarchy into gender parity, 
equality and justice. 

We are grateful for funding from the Peace IV Programme, through 
Derry and Strabane District Council, which enabled the development 
and delivery of this project, in the pursuit of ending patriarchy to 
build a just peace.




